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The Pyramid of ECAHO affiliated shows

Title Shows
  A Shows
B Int./Nat. Shows
National Championships
C International Shows
  European Shows
  C National Shows
Specific Origin Shows
  Breeders’ Show
  D Regional Shows
Amateur Shows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Show Category</th>
<th>Procedures for Approval of Shows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amateur</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders’ Shows</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Origin Shows</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C National</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given. A new organiser must have previously successfully organised (i.e. applied all ECAHO rules) at least one C national show.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C International</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure for affiliation of shows:
1. The ECAHO Exec Sec. will schedule affiliation procedures and deadlines for shows in accordance with the dates of the EAHSC Meeting.
2. No late affiliations are accepted if they coincide with any existing show date in the same area. There will be a 50% surcharge for late affiliations (i.e. received after deadline, see 1.)
3. Any show that is cancelled at any time after approval of EAHSC remains liable to pay full affiliation fee, except in case of force majeure.
| National Championships | rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.  
A new organiser must have previously successfully organised (i.e. applied all ECAHO rules) at least one C national show.  
Only one National Championship per country per year shall be approved. The National Organisation (Full member organization) of each country shall nominate the organiser and the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B National Shows</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given. The organiser of B National show shall have previously successfully organised (i.e. applied all ECAHO rules) two C National shows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B International</td>
<td>Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given. The organiser of B International show shall have previously successfully organised (i.e. applied all ECAHO rules) two C International/ European shows.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A                      | In Europe (as defined by the Constitution of ECAHO), up to 5 A shows shall be approved by the EAHSC, according to their geographic distribution (North, South, East, West, UK). Outside Europe, up to 5 A shows will be approved by the EAHSC. Any application for a new A show shall only be approved when:  
a) The proposed new A show replaces an existing A show (in the same geographic area) which ceases to exist for any reason.  
b) The proposed new A show was previously a B show of very high standard, having successfully proven its organisational capacities and application of ECAHO rules over at least three consecutive years.  
Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given.  
| Title Show             | Only six Title shows shall be approved within ECAHO Full Member Countries and only the EAHSC can decide upon a new application from a Member Country.  
The number of Title shows shall remain limited: 3 in Europe, 3 in countries outside Europe, in order to maintain the value of these events. A new Title show shall only be approved in replacement of another Title show which ceases to exist for any reason. Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given. Title shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may not get the approval for the future. |
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- **Date of Registration**
  The “Date of Registration” is defined as the date at which the relevant national registry declares that the horse has been accepted for registration. National Registries will be responsible for confirming the date of registration. Entries must either present the relevant registration certificate or enclose, with the entry form, a letter by the registrar confirming that registration will be completed before the first day of the show.

- **General Classes**
  Classes of the following categories are recognized by EAHSC:
  - foals (males and females, or combined; see also “Foal Classes” below),
  - colts (junior males, 1-3 years old),
  - fillies (junior females, 1-3 years old),
  - stallions (senior males, 4 years+),
  - mares (senior females, 4 years+),
  - geldings (junior (1-3 years old) and senior (4 years+), or combined (1 year+)).

  The Show Organizers may arrange the age groups within these categories to best suit their entries and to avoid any imbalance in the size of the classes.

  No horse under 6 months of age may be shown without its Dam.

  All open classes, with the exception of foals, are qualifiers for A and Title shows.

- **Foal Classes**
  In those shows where foal classes are held:
  a) Foals may not compete in EAHSC Championships, nor will they qualify for any future Title or A Show.
  b) When foal classes are organized at EAHSC affiliated shows, the EAHSC Rules will apply.
  c) Foals must have a minimum age of four weeks at the date of the show, and must be shown at foot (with the dam) up to 6 months of age. Orphaned or rejected foals under six months may not be shown.
  d) The use of metal halters and halters with metal chains is forbidden.
  e) A comparative judging system is recommended.
  f) All the rules pertaining to foal classes must be clearly indicated in the schedule and the catalogue.
  g) With regards to stricter rules for the welfare of foals, organisers may introduce their own rules as long as these are presented to ECAHO for approval prior to sending out the schedule and are clearly stated in the show schedule and catalogue.

- **Foals - for identification purposes:**
  Foals under six months shown in foal classes with their own mother need no special documentation, but the mother must have all necessary documents.
  Foals over six months shown without their dam, foals from Embryo Transplant or foals with foster mothers which are shown in foal classes and do not yet have a passport, must be micro-chipped and in possession of a copy of the official Stud Book Registration form, showing the micro-chip number and the graphic description of the foal.

- **Championship Titles**
  There will be three prize winners in each category - Junior Males, Junior Females, Senior Males, Senior Females and Geldings (junior and senior or combined):
  Champion Gold Medal, Silver Medal, Bronze Medal.
  If there are sufficient yearling entries and the Show Organizer wishes to hold separate Yearling male and Yearling female Championships, there will be three prize winners in each of these categories.
  The Rules for Championships must be clearly explained in the Schedule and the Show catalogue.

- **Top Five System**
  This system is optional for any show, provided there are a sufficient number of horses present:
  The top 50% of each class minus one, but not more than 5 horses, qualify.
e.g.: 5-6 starters ➔ places 1 - 2 qualify
7-8 starters ➔ places 1 - 3 qualify
9-10 starters ➔ places 1 - 4 qualify
11 and more starters ➔ places 1 - 5 qualify

All qualified horses of a category - Yearling Males, Yearling Females (where appropriate), Junior Males, Junior Females, Senior Males, Senior Females or Geldings - come into the ring. All first placed horses stand in the front row, all second placed horses in the second row, all other horses (places 3.-5.) in the third row.

The judges select their Champion Gold medal, Silver and Bronze medal winners according to the rules for Championships. The judges will then select two more from all the remaining horses which together with the three medal winners form the Top Five.
Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook by the closing date of entries.

Qualification: All horses except yearlings should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:

- **1st to 5th** place at an A or B Show
- **1st to 5th** place in Yearling class at a Title or A Show
- **1st to 3rd** place at a National Championship, C National, C International or European Shows.
- **1st to 2nd** place at Specific Origin Shows

Horses registered in countries which are not Members of ECAHO must either qualify in an ECAHO affiliated show or may qualify at other shows accepted by the EAHSC, such as:

- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or “TOP TEN” at the US Nationals
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or a 1st place at the US Scottsdale Competition
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion in US “Regional” competitions
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or 1st to 3rd place in an official National Championship show
- 1st to 3rd place at the US Las Vegas show
- a title of Champion of Reserve champion or 1st to 3rd place in an Egyptian Event

Yearlings do not need to qualify for these shows.

Only open halter classes will be considered.

Affiliation fee: € 5000,-

Judging system: compulsory

5 topics - 20 points. Half-points are allowed.

Each judge gives 1-20 points for the following criteria:

a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.

Judges: There shall be a minimum of five judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Probationer judges will not be admitted.

Disciplinary Committee: There will be a minimum of four members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A or B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be two Veterinarians. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed by ECAHO and will be Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

Medication control: The medication testing of all Champion Gold Medal winners is compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

Title shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may have their status withdrawn.
All Nations Cup

**Conditions of Entry:** Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook by the closing date of entries.

**Qualification:** All horses except yearlings should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:

- **1st to 5th** place at an A or B Show
- **1st to 5th** place in Yearling class at a Title or A Show
- **1st to 3rd** place at a National Championship, C National, C International or European Shows.
- **1st to 2nd** place at Specific Origin Shows

Horses registered in countries which are not Members of ECAHO must either qualify in an ECAHO affiliated show or may qualify at other shows accepted by the EAHSC, such as:

- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or “TOP TEN” at the US Nationals
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or a 1st place at the US Scottsdale Competition
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion in US “Regional” competitions
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or 1st to 3rd place in an official National Championship show
- 1st to 3rd place at the US Las Vegas show

Yearlings do not need to qualify for these shows. Only open halter classes will be considered.

**Affiliation fee:** € 5000,-

**Judging system:** compulsory

5 topics - 20 points. Half-points are allowed.

Each judge gives 1-20 points for the following criteria:

a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.

**Judges:** There shall be a minimum of five judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges’ panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Probationer judges will not be admitted.

**Disciplinary Committee:** There will be a minimum of four members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be two Veterinarians. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed by ECAHO and will be Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

**Medication control:** The medication testing of all Champion Gold Medal winners is compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

Title shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may have their status withdrawn.
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European Championships

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses that are registered at birth in a WAHO recognised studbook of a European Country (as defined in Art. 3.2 of the Constitution of ECAHO), and

- breeder and owner must be person(s) with European nationality
- breeder and owner must be a company exclusively owned by person(s) with European nationality
- breeder and owner must be a Stud farm exclusively owned by person(s) with European nationality
- breeder and owner must be a Stud farm exclusively owned by a European government (state stud)
- breeder does not need to be owner of the horse
- no co-ownership is allowed with a person without European Nationality or a company or a studfarm that is owned by a person or entity without European Nationality
- studbook registration of ownership must be at least 6 months before the date of the show

Qualification: All horses except yearlings should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:

- 1st to 5th place at an A or B or National Championship Show
- 1st to 5th place in Yearling class at a Title or A Show
- 1st to 3rd place at a C National or C International or European Show.
- 1st to 2nd place at Specific Origin Shows

Horses that at any time are or were registered in countries which are not Members of ECAHO may also qualify at other shows accepted by the EAHSC, such as:

- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or “TOP TEN” at the US Nationals
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or a 1st place at the US Scottsdale Competition
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion in US “Regional” competitions
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or 1st to 3rd place in an official National Championship show
- 1st to 3rd place at the US Las Vegas show

Yearlings do not need to qualify for these shows.
Only open halter classes will be considered.

Affiliation fee: € 5000,-

Judging system: compulsory
5 topics - 20 points. Half points are allowed
Each judge gives 1-20 points for the following criteria:
  a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.

Judges: There shall be a minimum of five judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.
Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).
Probationer judges will not be admitted.

Disciplinary Committee: There will be a minimum of four members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be two Veterinarians. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed by ECAHO and will be Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.
Medication control: The medication testing of all Champion Gold Medal winners is compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

National Anthems: In the case of the champions, the Breeders National Anthem should be played.

Title shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may have their status withdrawn.
Middle East Championships

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook of a Middle East or North African ECAHO Member Country by the closing date of entries.

Qualification: All horses except yearlings should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:

- **1st to 5th** place at an A or B Show
- **1st to 5th** place in Yearling class at a Title or A Show
- **1st to 5th** place at a National Championship, C National, C International or European shows
- **1st and 2nd** place at Specific Origin Shows

Horses that have qualified in countries which are not Members of ECAHO must either qualify in an ECAHO affiliated show or may qualify at other shows accepted by the EAHSC, such as:

- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or “TOP TEN” at the US Nationals
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or a 1st place at the US Scottsdale Competition
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion in US “Regional” competitions
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or 1st to 3rd place in an official National Championship show
- 1st to 3rd place at the US Las Vegas show

Yearlings do not need to qualify for these shows.

Affiliation fee: € 5000,-

Judging system: compulsory

5 topics - 20 points. Half points are allowed.
Each judge gives 1-20 points for the following criteria:

- a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement

Judges: There shall be a minimum of five judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges’ panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Probationer judges will not be admitted.

Disciplinary Committee: There will be a minimum of four members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be two Veterinarians. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed by ECAHO and will be Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

Medication control: The medication testing of all Champion Gold Medal winners is compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

Title shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may have their status withdrawn.
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Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz International Arabian Horse Festival (PSAIHF)

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized Studbook by the closing date of entries.

Qualification:
All horses except yearlings should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:
- Gold, Silver or Bronze medal winner or 1st place to 5th place in class at a “Title” Show, International “A” show, International “B” show or National Championship “N” show.
- 1st to 5th place in Yearling class at a Title or A Show

Horses that have qualified before 2009 should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:
- Champion or Reserve Champion or 1st Place to 5th Place in class at a “Title” Show, International “A” show, International “B” show or National Championship “N” show.

Horses registered in countries which are not Members of ECAHO must either qualify in an ECAHO affiliated show or may qualify at other shows accepted by the EAHSC, such as:
- Champion or Reserve Champion or 1st to 5th Place in class at: US National Championships, US Regional Championships, Scottsdale Show, Las Vegas Show

No qualifications are necessary for Yearlings. Yearlings must be weaned and they may not be shown with less than 6 months of age.

Championships: Yearling males, Yearling females, Junior males, Junior females, Senior males and Senior females.

Classes: Age groups are determined by date of birth, the year starting on 1st January and ending on 31st December.

The Organizing Committee reserves the right to limit the total number of Entries per exhibitor and per class. (Details will be specified in the Show Schedule).

Affiliation fee: € 5000,-

Judging system: compulsory
5 topics - 20 points. Half-points are allowed. Each judge gives 1-20 points for the following criteria:
- a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.

Any divergence from this judging system must be clearly indicated in the show schedule.

Judges: There shall be a minimum of five judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges’ panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26). Probationer judges will not be admitted.

Disciplinary Committee: There will be a minimum of four members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be two Veterinarians. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed by ECAHO and will be Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

Medication control: The medication testing of all Champion Gold Medal winners is compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

Title shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may have their status withdrawn.
Qatar International Arabian Horse Show

**Conditions of Entry:** Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook of a Middle East or North African ECAHO Member Country by the closing date of entries.

**Qualification:** All horses except yearlings should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:

- **1st to 5th place** at a Title, A or B Show
- **1st to 5th place** in Yearling class at a Title or A Show
- **1st to 3rd place** at a National Championship, C International or European shows
- **1st place** at Specific Origin, C National or D Regional Shows

Horses that have qualified in countries which are not Members of ECAHO must either qualify in an ECAHO affiliated show or may qualify at other shows accepted by the EAHSC, such as:

- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or “Top 3” at the US Nationals
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or a “Top 3” at the US Scottsdale Competition
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion in US “Regional” competitions
- a title of Champion or Reserve Champion or 1st to 3rd place in an official National Championship show
- 1st to 3rd place at the US Las Vegas show

Yearlings do not need to qualify for these shows.

Only open halter classes will be considered.

**Affiliation fee:** € 5000,-

**Judging system: compulsory**

5 topics - 20 points. Half points are allowed.

Each judge gives 1-20 points for the following criteria:

- a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement

**Judges:** There shall be a minimum of five judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges’ panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Probationer judges will not be admitted.

**Disciplinary Committee:** There will be a minimum of four members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be two Veterinarians. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed by ECAHO and will be Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

**Medication control:** The medication testing of all Champion Gold Medal winners is compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

Title shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may have their status withdrawn.
A Shows

**Conditions of Entry:** Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook by the closing date of entries.

**Qualification:** Organizers may decide if they require qualification for participating horses; if they do, all horses except yearlings should have qualified at an ECAHO affiliated show in one of the following ways:

- **1st to 5th** place in an A or B show or
- **1st to 5th** place in Yearling class at a Title or A Show
- **1st to 5th** place in a National Championship Show or
- **1st to 3rd** place in a C International, C National or European Shows
- **1st and 2nd** place at Specific Origin Shows

Yearlings do not need to qualify for these shows.

**Entry Restrictions:** None

**Affiliation fee:** € 3000,-

**Judging system:** compulsory

5 topics - 20 points. Half points are allowed.

Each judge gives 1-20 points for the following criteria:

a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.

**Judges:** There shall be a minimum of four judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges’ panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Probationer judges will not be admitted.

**Disciplinary Committee:** There will be a minimum of four members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be at least one Veterinarian (although two are recommended). One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed by ECAHO and will be Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

**Medication control:** The medication testing of all Champion Gold Medal winners is compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

A shows that have had less than 70 horses shown and less than 10% foreign horses shown for two consecutive years may be changed to B Show by EAHSC. After two years the show organizer may again apply for A Show affiliation.
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B International Shows

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook by the closing date of entries.

Entry restrictions:
- Title Show or A Show Champion Gold and Silver medal winners are not allowed to take part in a B show for the rest of that calendar year and the two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, from junior to a senior category.
- Gold medal winners in two B International Shows in the same year are not allowed to take part in a B International Show for the rest of that calendar year.
- Geldings that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at B shows for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

Affiliation fee: € 550,-

Judging system: recommended
5 topics - 20 points or 5 topics – 10 points. Half points are allowed.
Each judge gives 1-20 points (1-10 points) for the following criteria:
   a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.
Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck.
Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

Judges: There shall be a minimum of three judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.
Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Disciplinary Committee: There will be a minimum of three members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be at least one Veterinarian although two are recommended. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

Medication Control: Medication testing of all Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for a ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

B shows that have had less than 50 horses shown and/or less than 10% foreign entries for two consecutive years may be changed to C International category by the EAHSC. After two years the show organizer may again apply for B Show affiliation.
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B National Shows

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in the WAHO recognized studbook of the country in which the show is held, by the closing date of entries.

Entry restrictions: Title Show or A Show Champion Gold and Silver medal winners are not allowed to take part in a B show for the rest of that calendar year and the two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, from junior to a senior category. Geldings that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at B shows for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

Affiliation fee: € 550,-

Judging system: recommended
5 topics - 20 points or 5 topics – 10 points. Half points are allowed.
Each judge gives 1-20 points (1-10 points) for the following criteria:
  a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.
Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck.
Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

Judges: There shall be a minimum of three judges, of which the majority must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.
Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Disciplinary Committee: There will be a minimum of three members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of DC members. Included in the Committee will be at least one Veterinarian although two are recommended. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman. At least one member must be able to speak the local language as well as English.

Medication Control: Medication testing of all Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for an ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

A person must be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.

B shows that have had less than 50 horses shown for two consecutive years may be changed to C National category by the EAHSC. After two years the show organizer may again apply for B Show affiliation.
National Championship Shows

**Conditions of Entry:** Open to horses registered in the WAHO recognized studbook of the country in which the show is held. Any further conditions of entry may be added at the discretion of the National Association or Registry. These conditions must be clearly stated in the Show schedule and the catalogue.

**Entry restrictions:** The National Organisation may decide whether to impose any entry restrictions. These restrictions must be clearly stated in the Show schedule and the catalogue.

**Affiliation fee:** € 360,-

**Judging system:** Any judging system may be used, provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue. If a points system is used, half points are permitted, but not obligatory.

**Judges:** Judges must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges' list of the ECAHO Member organisation. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

**Disciplinary Committee:** There will be a minimum of three members, the majority of which must be chosen from the EAHSC A, B and ECAHO approved National DC lists. Included in the Committee will be one Veterinarian.

One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50 -100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs.

**Medication Control:** Medication testing of all Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for an ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).
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C International Shows

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook by the closing date of entries.

Entry restrictions:
- Title Show or A Show Champion Gold and Silver medal winners are not allowed to take part in a C International show for the rest of that calendar year and the two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, from junior to a senior category.
- Gold medal winners in two B international or two C International or one B International and one C International Shows in the same year are not allowed to take part in a C International Show for the rest of that calendar year.
- Geldings that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at C shows for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

Affiliation fee: €215,-

Judging system: Any judging system may be used, provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue.

The English or Comparative judging system may be used, with one judge judging the horses by comparing and ranking them.

If a point system is used, the following system is recommended:
- 5 topics - 10 points, half points are allowed.
- Each judge gives 1-10 points for the following criteria:
  - a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.
  - Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck.
  - Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

Judges: Judges must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges' list of an ECAHO Member organisation. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Disciplinary Committee: A minimum of two members is required, including one veterinarian and one to be chosen from the EAHSC lists of DC members, at least one member being able to speak the local language as well as English. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50-100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs. If there are more than two DCs, the majority should be from the EAHSC lists of DCs.

One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman.

Medication Control: Medication testing of all Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for an ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).
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European Shows

**Conditions of Entry:** Open to horses that are registered at birth in a WAHO recognised studbook of a European Country (as defined in Art. 3.2 of the Constitution of ECAHO), and

- breeder and owner must be person(s) with European nationality
- breeder and owner must be a company exclusively owned by person(s) with European nationality
- breeder and owner must be a Stud farm exclusively owned by person(s) with European nationality
- breeder and owner must be a Stud farm exclusively owned by a European government (state stud)
- breeder does not need to be owner of the horse
- no co-ownership is allowed with a person without European Nationality or a company or a studfarm that is owned by a person or entity without European Nationality
- studbook registration of ownership must be at least 6 months before the date of the show

**Entry restrictions:**

- **Title Show or A Show Champion Gold and Silver medal winners** are not allowed to take part in a European show for the rest of that calendar year and the two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, from junior to a senior category.
- **Gold medal winners in two European Shows in the same year** are not allowed to take part in a European Show for the rest of that calendar year.
- **Geldings** that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at C shows for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

**Affiliation fee:** €215,-

**Judging system:** Any judging system may be used, provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue.

The English or Comparative judging system may be used, with one judge judging the horses by comparing and ranking them.

If a point system is used, the following system is recommended:

5 topics - 10 points, half points are allowed.

Each judge gives 1-10 points for the following criteria:

a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.

Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck.

Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

**Judges:** Judges must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges' list of an ECAHO Member organisation. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges’ panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

**Disciplinary Committee:** A minimum of two members is required, including one veterinarian and one to be chosen from the EAHSC lists of DC members, at least one member being able to speak the local language as well as English. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50 -100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs. If there are more than two DCs, the majority should be from the EAHSC lists of DCs. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman.
Medication Control: Medication testing of all Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for an ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).
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C National Shows

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in the WAHO recognized studbook of the country in which the show is held, by the closing date of entries.

Entry restrictions: Title Show or A Show Champion Gold and Silver winners are not allowed to take part in a C National show for the rest of that calendar year and the two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, from junior to a senior category. Geldings that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at C shows for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following. Show organizers should consult with their National Association / Registry in case there are any additional restrictions. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

Affiliation fee: €215,-

Judging system: Any judging system may be used, provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue. The English or Comparative judging system may be used, with one judge judging the horses by comparing and ranking them. If a point system is used, the following system is recommended: 5 topics - 10 points, half points are allowed. Each judge gives 1-10 points for the following criteria: a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement. Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck. Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

Judges: Judges must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges’ list of an ECAHO Member organisation. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges’ panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation. Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Disciplinary Committee: A minimum of two members is required, including one veterinarian and one to be chosen from the EAHSC A, B and ECAHO approved National DC lists. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50 -100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs. If there are more than two DCs, the majority should be from the EAHSC lists of DCs. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman.

Medication Control: Medication testing of four Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for an ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).
Specific Origin Shows

**Conditions of Entry:** Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook by the closing date of entries, however, these shows are open only to horses of specific origin (e.g. Straight Egyptian, Egyptian related, Desert bred, Pure Polish, Pure Russian, Crabbet, Pure Spanish, etc.) as defined by the show Organiser in the Show Schedule.

**Entry restrictions:** Title Show or A Show Champion Gold and Silver medal winners are not allowed to take part in a Specific Origin show for the rest of that calendar year and the two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, from junior to a senior category. **Geldings** that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at S shows for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

**Affiliation fee:** € 215,-

**Judging system:** Any judging system may be used, provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue. The English or Comparative judging system may be used, with one judge judging the horses by comparing and ranking them.

If a point system is used, the following system is recommended:

- 5 topics - 10 points, half points are allowed.
- Each judge gives 1-10 points for the following criteria:
  a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.
- Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck.
- Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

**Judges:** Judges must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges' list of an ECAHO Member organisation. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

**Disciplinary Committee:** A minimum of two members is required, including one veterinarian and one to be chosen from the EAHSC lists of DC members, at least one member being able to speak the local language as well as English. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50 -100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs. If there are more than two DCs, the majority should be from the EAHSC lists of DCs. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman.

**Medication Control:** Medication testing of all Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for an ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

**Qualification:** horses placed 1st and 2nd in each class of this show category are qualified for A and Title shows.
**Conditions of Entry:** Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook by the closing date of entries. The organizers may set their own conditions of entry or further restrictions. The conditions must indicate that the concept of the show is to encourage the breeding of Arabian horses.

**Entry restrictions:** Title Show or A Show Champion Gold and Silver medal winners are not allowed to take part in a Breeders’ show for the rest of that calendar year and the two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, OR from junior to a senior category. **Geldings** that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at Breeders’ shows for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

**Affiliation fee:** € 215,-

**Judging system:** Any judging system may be used, provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue.

If a point system is used, the following system is recommended:

- 5 topics - 10 points, half points are allowed.
- Each judge gives 1-10 points for the following criteria:
  a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.
- Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck.
- Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

**Judges:** There must be a minimum of 2 judges. These Judges may be Breeders selected from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges’ list of an ECAHO Member organisation or from among Breeders who are not on the ECAHO Judges lists or on the Judges’ list of any National organization. A **Breeder** is anybody who has bred, as owner or Stud manager, at least one Arabian foal each year for the three years prior to the year of the show. Trainers and Handlers are not allowed to judge.

**Disciplinary Committee:** A minimum of two members is required, including one veterinarian and one to be chosen from the EAHSC lists of DC members, at least one member being able to speak the local language as well as English. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50 -100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs. If there are more than two DCs, the majority should be from the EAHSC lists of DCs. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman.

**Medication Control:** Medication testing of all Gold Medal winners is not compulsory. Any horse may be tested at the discretion of the DC. The organizers of the show should arrange for an ECAHO approved sampling vet to be available, in case the Disciplinary Committee should request that a drug test be carried out. All medication testing will be conducted according to ECAHO Rules for Medication Control (page 46).

**Qualification:** Horses participating in Breeders’ shows do not qualify for Title shows or A shows.
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D Regional Shows

Conditions of Entry: Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognized studbook of the country in which the show is held by the closing date of entries.

Entry restrictions: To be decided by the National Association of the country in which the show is to be held. All entry restrictions must be clearly stated in the schedule and the show catalogue. Anybody entering an overqualified horse will be liable to a fine of €600 and the horse will be disqualified.

Affiliation fee: € 100,-

Judging system: Any judging system may be used, provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue.

The English or Comparative judging system may be used, with one judge judging the horses by comparing and ranking them.

If a point system is used, the following system is recommended:

- 5 topics - 10 points, half points are allowed.
- Each judge gives 1-10 points for the following criteria:
  a) type, b) head & neck, c) body & topline, d) legs, e) movement.
- Head and neck can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for head and for neck must be averaged to give one score for b) head & neck.
- Walk and trot can be judged as individual criteria. In such case points for walk and for trot must be averaged to give one score for e) movement.

Judges: Judges must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges' list of an ECAHO Member organisation. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation. Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

Disciplinary Committee: A minimum of one member is required, to be chosen from the EAHSC lists of DC member, and being able to speak the local language. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50 - 100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs. If there are more than two DCs, the majority should be from the EAHSC list of DCs. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman.

D Shows are to be held preferably over one day.

Horses participating in D shows do not qualify for Title shows or A shows.
Amateur classes may be held at any show affiliated to EAHSC or the whole show may be a dedicated Amateur Show. Classes must be of the categories recognised by EAHSC.

**Conditions of Entry:** Open to horses registered in any WAHO recognised stud book by the closing date of entries.

**Entry Restrictions:**
- a) Title Show, A Show, B Show or C International Show Gold, Silver and Bronze winners are not allowed to take part in an Amateur Show for the rest of that calendar year and two calendar years following, unless the horse has passed from a yearling to junior, from junior to a senior category. **Geldings** that have won Champion Gold or Silver medals at a Title Show or an A show cannot be shown at Amateur shows/classes for the rest of that calendar year and one calendar year following.
- b) The Handler of the horse must not have been paid for showing, training or producing any horse for a third party. This includes any remuneration either as employment, casual showing, or any in-kind benefits whatsoever.
- c) Horse not to have resided on a professional yard on show or training livery in the current year.
- d) Horse not to have been shown by a professional handler in the current year.
- e) Horse not to have received regular training from a professional in the current year.
- f) National organizations can use and/or add their own rules and restrictions as appropriate

**Affiliation fee:** None

**Judging system:** Any judging system may be used provided that it is indicated in detail in the schedule and the show catalogue.

The Comparative judging system may be used, with one judge judging the horses by comparing and ranking them.

If a point system is used, the following system is recommended:
- 7 topics – 10 points
- Each judge gives 1-10 points for the following criteria:
  - a) type, b) head, c) neck, d) body & topline, e) legs, f) walk, g) trot.
  - Points for b) head and c) neck must be averaged to give one score for head and neck.
  - Points for f) walk and g) trot must be averaged to give one score for movement.
- Full points are recommended.

**Judges:** Judges must be chosen from the EAHSC A and B list of judges or National judges' list of an ECAHO Member organisation. Those Judges chosen from non-ECAHO Member country must be selected from the judges' panel of a national Arab Horse Organisation.

Any judge who is not on the EAHSC list of judges must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges. (see page 26).

**Disciplinary Committee:** A minimum of one member is required, to be chosen from the EAHSC lists of members of the Disciplinary Committee and being able to speak the local language. If, based on previous years’ entries, the show Organizer expects a large number of entries, the number of DCs present must be increased proportionately. E.g. between 50 -100 horses a minimum of 3 DCs, between 100-150 a minimum of 4 DCs. If there are more than two DCs, the majority should be from the EAHSC list of DCs. One member from the EAHSC lists of DC members shall be appointed Chairman.

Amateur classes are not qualifiers for Title or A Shows.
Rules for Affiliation of Shows

1. Each show organiser shall make a written application to his National Organisation (Full Member of ECAHO) which has the right to approve or reject the show. If approved, the National Organisation will forward the application to the EAHSC for approval. If rejected, the reason for the rejection must be given. Each show organizer must accept without restriction the statutes, regulations and jurisdiction of ECAHO. If a show is disaffiliated for any infringement of these rules no affiliation fees or associated costs will be refunded or waived.

2. EAHSC will decide on affiliation of the show if the conditions laid down in these rules are met. EAHSC may, at its discretion, affiliate a show even if not all the conditions are met, giving the organizer a time limit within which the unfulfilled conditions will have to be complied with. If after that time limit the condition is still not met, disaffiliation of the show may follow in which case no affiliation fees or associated costs will be refunded.

The show organizer agrees to provide event insurance coverage, covering any and all indemnity and/or liability in connection with the conduct of the event. (ECAHO assumes no indemnity and/or liability in connection with the event).

3. Affiliation fees are payable to ECAHO not later than 30 days after the receipt of the invoice. If after that time limit the affiliation fee has not been received, EAHSC may refuse affiliation or disaffiliate the show.

4. For Breeders’ shows, Specific Origin shows, B shows and higher categories, show organisers will send a draft of the show schedule to the Executive Secretary of ECAHO for approval by EAHSC at least three months prior to the show. The draft of the show schedule for National Championships, C shows (national, international and European) and D shows should be sent to the National Association for approval at least three months prior to the show and before the schedule is made public.

5. The approved show schedule shall be published with the public announcement that a show is being organised. After its publication, it may not be changed by the show organiser without prior notice to the exhibitors and to EAHSC.

The show schedule shall contain the following information:

   a) Conditions of Entry
   b) The qualifications and restrictions for the entry of horses.
   c) Indication that the "Rules for Conduct of Shows” will be applied in their entirety. Copies of the rules must be enclosed with the show schedule and must be printed in the catalogue.
   d) In the event that prize money is to be awarded, the total amounts as well as their distribution must be published in the schedule.

   Where the total value of prizes at any show exceeds €5,000, there will be no fee charged on the first €5,000 but 3% of the value of all prizes above €5,000 will be submitted to ECAHO as a fee.

   The value of free breedings awarded as prizes at the shows will not be included in the total value of prizes and no 3% contribution will be deducted.
   e) The judging system to be used, including the rules for ties and the rules for championships. Any variation on the usual judging systems or rules for championships must be clearly stated.
   f) The judges, who may not be changed without prior notice to the exhibitors (except in the event of a judge's illness or accident occurring too late for this to be done).
   g) The members of the Disciplinary Committee and Ringmaster(s).
   h) For Title, A and B Shows, a person has to be indicated who is responsible for the correct handling and announcement of the points given by each judge.
   i) A statement of the age group definition, as follows:
      Foals – horses born in the current calendar year,
      Yearlings - horses born in the calendar year before the current year,
      Two-year-olds - horses born in the calendar before the one indicated for the yearlings,
      Three-year-olds - horses born in the calendar before the one indicated for the two-year-olds.
For shows held in the Middle East, the age of entries may be determined according to the year starting on October 1st of the previous calendar year and ending on September 30th of the current calendar year.

j) Rules for foal classes (where applicable)

6. Any judge who is not listed in the ECAHO A-, B- list must produce a signed and validated Contract for judges not listed on ECAHO EAHSC A or B list of judges; the show organisers shall be responsible for this. The Contract is available for download at www.ecaho.org (Download section). The Contract must be signed by the judge and sent to the Exec. Sec. of ECAHO at least 3 months prior to the show.
   i) Judges from ECAHO Member countries listed on National Judges’ panel are only allowed to judge at “Amateur”, “D Regional”, “Breeders’”, “C National”, “C International”, “European”, “Specific Origin” shows and “National Championships”.
   ii) Judges from non-ECAHO Member countries must be on the judges’ panel of their National Arab Horse Organisation.
   iii) Professional trainers/handlers are not allowed to judge any ECAHO shows.
   iv) Non-ECAHO judges not listed on the National lists of ECAHO Member Organisations (students) may participate as trainees at following ECAHO show categories: Amateur, D, C National, European, C International, Specific Origin, National Championships. The approval from the National organization and the Show organizer is needed.

7. The entry form, together with the show schedule is a contract between the show organiser and the person who signs the entry form. That person will be held responsible for the horse in case any sanctions are imposed. The entry form must be accompanied by a copy of the identification document of the person who signs it.

8. Show organisers using entry forms other than the official EAHSC entry forms, will send the draft of their entry form to the Executive Secretary of ECAHO, for approval by EAHSC together with the show schedule. Entry forms other than the official EAHSC entry forms must contain at least the same information. The entry form should contain a space for the billing address as well as for show results of the horse that may be relevant for its entitlement to participate, to be completed by the responsible person. The entry form should also contain the information that horses must be accompanied at the show by a horse passport to facilitate verifying the identity of the horse. Those horses coming from a country which does not issue a passport must be accompanied by an official Registration document which includes a graphic description.

A description of the show ground and facilities will be sent to the ECAHO Executive Secretary for easy verification by the EAHSC.

Requirements after the Show

9. The show organizer will communicate the results of the show immediately after the show to the EAHSC (p/o ECAHO Executive Secretary) in one of the following ways:
   • Using any scoring system that is compatible with the ECAHO online database through JSON format.
   • Using the compatible, stand alone direct scoring system available supported and approved by ECAHO against a fixed fee.

In any case, a printout of the show results as well as the show catalogue and show the schedule have to be sent to the Executive Secretary by e-mail or normal mail within one month after the show. A list of all Officials (DCs, Judges, Ringmaster and any probationers) present at the show must be sent to the ECAHO Office together with the results.

10. Failure to comply with article 9 above may lead to a penalty equivalent to the amount of the affiliation fee of the show concerned.

11. The DC will write a report on the show. It will be sent to the EAHSC (p/o ECAHO Executive Secretary) as soon as possible, but not later than one week after the show. It should contain a general description of
events of the show, as well as detailed reports on any complaints having been made. It may also contain criticism on any element regarding the show as well as suggestions for improvement.
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Rules for Conduct of Shows

1. By participating at a show, show organisers, judges, exhibitors, owners and handlers agree that they will unconditionally submit themselves and the persons assisting and accompanying them to the "Rules for Conduct of Shows" and, as regards veterinary matters and drug misuse, to the relevant ECAHO Veterinary Regulations and ECAHO Rules for Medication Control. The accompanying persons include e.g. trainers or persons representing the show organizer as well as assistants of any of those persons. They will accept the jurisdiction of the Disciplinary Committee (DC), the Standing Disciplinary Committee (SDC) and the ECAHO Appeals Committee (EAC).

The person responsible for the horse is the registered owner or the lessee, but the person who signs the entry form, the handler, and other support personnel including but not limited to grooms and veterinarians may be regarded as additional persons responsible if they are present at the event or have made a relevant decision about the horse. Should the person responsible designate someone to represent them (e.g. a lawyer) any correspondence sent to this representative will be deemed to have been communicated to the person responsible.

These Rules will be interpreted when necessary under the provisions of the laws of Switzerland.

Show organisers are not permitted to introduce rules which are in conflict with the EAHSC "Rules for Conduct of Shows".

2. Horses must be accompanied at the show by a horse passport containing all vaccination records. Those horses coming from a country that does not issue a passport, must be accompanied by an official Registration document which includes a graphic description and all vaccination records. If, when a horse attends a show, it’s passport is at the Registry for any reason, then a letter from the registrar attesting to this must be provided along with a photo-copy of the passport, including the description and the vaccination records.

The show organizer

3. The show organiser reserves the right to refuse an entry, but must give the reason for refusal in writing.

4. The show organizer will issue a printed show catalogue. The name of every horse must be printed in the show catalogue, as well as the names of sire and dam, (and maternal grandsire if possible), date of birth, colour, the names of the breeder and the owner. Should a horse’s name not be mentioned in the catalogue, its participation at the show will be allowed only if the exhibitor cannot be blamed for the omission; it will be for the DC to decide.

The show catalogue shall furthermore contain:
- The names of all the Officials,
- The Rules for Conduct of Shows,
- The judging system used, the rules for ties and the rules for championships, rules for foal classes (where applicable)
- For Shows where prize money is awarded the total amount and distribution of the prize money.

5. No class may be split unless there are more than 10 horses entered. Combination of a class with the next age group of the same sex is permitted if the number of entries for the class is below three.

6. a) No announcement indicating the identity, breeding or past performance of exhibits, or the identity of their owners will be made during judging. It is, however, permissible for this information to be given out after the judges score sheets have been collected for each exhibit.
   b) Show organisers will not release details of competitors or their exhibits to the press at any time prior to the catalogue being put on sale at the showground. Catalogues will not be offered for sale, published or posted on internet more than one day before the commencement of the show.
7. a) No member of the show organising team may judge, or officiate as member of the Disciplinary Committee. 
b) If an ECAHO Official or a member of their family is a part of the Organizing Committee of an independent 
A or Title show, which is not organized by the National Association of the country where the show is held, 
than Official cannot officiate at any other A or Title shows. 
c) Members of the Organizing Committees of A and Title shows may not enter their own horses in a Show 
which they organize.
d) No Judge may judge more than one Title Show within Europe and one Title show outside Europe during the 
same calendar year. 
e) No Judge may judge more than 15 Arabian horse shows in ECAHO Member countries in the calendar year. 
f) No Member of the DC / Ringmaster may officiate at more than 15 Arabian horse shows in ECAHO Member 
countries in the calendar year. 

8. The show organizers will ensure a proper rotation of judges.

9. The show organiser will provide appropriate transport, accommodation and meals during the show, for the 
judges, DC members, ring master and any other ECAHO show officials. If a judge, DC member or ring master 
cancels the invitation after the travel arrangements have been made, he will pay all the costs arising out of this 
booking.

10. The following minimum daily fees are mandatory and to be paid by the organizer to judges, DC members and 
ring masters per working day regardless of the actual hours: B International, C International, European and 
Specific Origin shows: € 100,- / A shows: € 150,- / Title shows: € 200,-. 
For all other shows a daily fee is optional and at the discretion of the show-organization. Material gifts are 
always allowed, regardless of the category of the show.

Judges, DC Members, Ringmasters and respective probationers, hereafter referred to as 'Official(s)'

11. Officials invited to officiate at ECAHO affiliated shows agree to do so with integrity and honesty and to carry 
out their duties solely with the objects of ECAHO and the welfare of the horses in mind.

12. a) Officials appointed at a show will not knowingly officiate in a class in which horses are entered concerning 
which there may be an actual or apparent conflict of interest. No official appointed at the show may exhibit, ride, 
drive or handle an entered horse or pursue any other activity not consistent with his duties at the show in which he 
is officiating.
b) Exhibitors will declare on the entry form any actual or apparent conflict of interest with any of the officials 
invited for the show. Any exhibitor not declaring an existing conflict of interest, of which he is aware, will forfeit 
all entry fees and will be prevented from showing the horse.
c) Organizers will not accept any entries for which any actual or apparent conflict of interest with one of the 
appointed officials has been indicated by the exhibitor, unless a reserve official is available.
d) Judges will not visit exhibitors' premises or accept exhibitors' hospitality or gifts immediately before or during 
the show concerned, or accept any other benefits that could bring into question the judge's integrity or honesty.

13. a) An actual or apparent conflict of interest may occur if a horse is exhibited that:
• Is being trained or handled by a member of the official’s family 
• has been bought or sold by an official either as owner or agent 
• has been bred or is owned in whole or part by the official or by a member of the official's family, or 
business partner in an Arab horse business venture 
• has been leased by the official, at any time 
• has been bred by or is the property of a breeding organization in which the official is or was an employee 
• has been regularly trained, examined or treated by the official in a professional capacity 
• is the subject of an on-going negotiation to buy or lease, or a provisional purchase condition to which the 
official is a party.
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An actual or apparent conflict of interest may further occur, amongst others, if the Official, irrespective of the payment or receipt of a remuneration or any other consideration, during the period of one year (365 days) before a show at which the Official officiates:

- has entered into any business relationship with an exhibitor at that show,
- Has received, whilst being involved with the organization of any show or event, sponsorship from an exhibitor at that show or event.

This does not apply to those events organized on behalf of a National Association which is a Full Member of ECAHO, as long as the Official has no financial benefit from the sponsorship.

- has performed consulting for an exhibitor at that show,
- has purchased or sold a horse from or to an exhibitor at that show,
- was involved with the breeding of a horse of an exhibitor at that show,
- was involved in similar activities with an exhibitor at that show.

In case of doubt, the DC’s decision will prevail.

Any Official must decline to officiate if they consider themselves to have a conflict of interests concerning a horse, its’ handler or its’ owner(s).

13. b) If, during the show a conflict of interests of which the exhibitor was un-aware becomes apparent, the following options are available:

i) if the official with the conflict of interests is a judge or probationer judge,
- the judge or probationer judge will suspend his/her duties for the duration of the class and respective championship
- a published reserve judge or another judge from the judges’ panel may be used for the class and respective championship
- if the above mentioned (i) is not applicable and if no reserve judge is available or there are no more members of the judges’ panel, the total points in the class will be multiplied by the factor of planned number of judges divided by the actual number of judges, to calculate a comparable score in case of ties in championships

ii) if the official with the conflict of interests is a DC member, this DC member is not allowed to issue any yellow or red cards for the duration of the class and respective championship, but may continue all other duties

iii) if the official with the conflict of interests is a Ringmaster, this Ringmaster may be replaced for the duration of the conflict by:
- a reserve Ringmaster
- a member of the acting DC

All aspects concerning actual conflicts of interests and their consequences will be recorded in the DC report.

14. All officials will receive a list of exhibitors and sponsors from the organizer immediately after the official closing date of entries. Any later entries will be communicated without delay.

Judges will not consult the show catalogue before or during the show at which they are judging.

15. In the show ring, all communication between judges and handlers prior to the presentation of prizes will be through the Ringmaster.

16. Judges may withhold any award if in their opinion the exhibit does not merit such an award.

17. The judge, or if more than one, the panel of judges may request that the ring master show a handler a yellow or red card if they consider that there is abuse to a horse or that there is misconduct.
Conduct of Halter Classes

18. All handlers at A and Title Shows must be in possession of a valid handlers permit which they must present to the DC in order to participate in the Show.

19. Handlers will be neatly dressed. They may wear any costume normally worn in their country of origin. Handlers will not wear clothes carrying any form of advertising which discloses the connection of the horse they are handling.

20. The judge(s) may request that the ringmaster order unruly horses to be withdrawn.

21. The judge(s) may request that the ringmaster ask a handler to open a horse's mouth or pick up its feet for inspection.

22. Exhibits are to be judged standing, walking and trotting. Handlers who do not comply with the ring master's instructions regarding the above may be given a Yellow/Red card by the ring master.

23. a) Horses will appear in the collecting ring no less than 10 minutes before the start of the class. b) Exhibits that appear late (missing the walk around the ring) will be excluded from the class.

24. Stallions and colts aged three years and over may be shown wearing bridles and bits that are both secure and comfortable for the horse. All bridles without bits are equally to be both secure and comfortable for the horse. Any horse that is not under control will be removed from the show ring and disqualified.

25. a) Any horse becoming loose in the collecting ring is subject to a penalty (of a fine not exceeding 100 €) at the discretion of the DC. b) Any horse becoming loose in the show ring will immediately continue to be shown and is subject to a penalty (of a fine not exceeding 100€) at the discretion of the DC. Should the horse become loose a second time it will be disqualified.

26. All horses that are awarded a ranking in their respective class must take part in the Class prize giving ceremony. Unless the DC decides otherwise in which case any representative of the horse may accept the medal without the horse being present. Absence of the horse or any representative to appear in the prize giving ceremony will disqualify the horse from the show, with its record of score in the Class being deleted and it will be sanctioned according to Rules for Disciplinary Committees article 16.

In the event of a disqualification, all horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up one place in the Class ranking.

Soundness

27. Exhibits that appear to be lame may be assessed and placed by the judges. Judges may exclude any horse so lame that assessment will inflict pain.

28. spare

Disguising of Exhibits

29. No alteration of the basic colour of the skin, coat or hooves is permitted. Hoof paints, colourless varnishes, coat dyes, glitter spray and cosmetic operations including skin grafts are forbidden. Tail and mane hair extensions are forbidden. Colourless hoof oils, Vaseline or oil and white chalk used on white legs will be accepted.

30. Artificial methods of dilating the eyes or affecting the natural action of the horse or otherwise influencing its action or behaviour by oxygenating the bloodstream or by the use of weights or artificially weighted shoes, or by electrical or chemical treatment of any kind at any time before or during exhibition are forbidden.
Burns, cuts or other marks on the body of any exhibit in such places or positions as to indicate that prohibited methods have been used will be regarded as full and adequate grounds for exclusion of any exhibit from competition, at the discretion of the DC with veterinary advice.

31. a) In halter classes horses may be fully or partly body-clipped, subject to eyelashes being left uncut, hair inside the ears left unshaved and tactile hair left intact around the nose, muzzle and the eyes. Horses not fulfilling these criteria will not be allowed to participate. “Balding” is not encouraged.

b) No equipment intended to alter the natural appearance of the horse is permitted in the stables, including but not limited to necksweats, neck collars, tailracks, hobbles or weights. Anyone using such equipment on the showground will be sanctioned according to Rules for Disciplinary Committees article 16.

32. spare

Cruelty

33. Excessive whipping, excessive stimulation by noise, excessive circling of the horse, intimidation, use of electric shock devices and infliction of pain by any means are forbidden in all parts of the showground or stable areas, at all times.

Abusive shanking is not permitted.

34. The above actions will be sanctioned.

Enforcement

35. Verbal warnings: DC members, ringmasters, stewards or show officials may issue verbal warnings. These are not recorded in the DC report.

36. Yellow and red cards may be issued by DCs and Ringmaster in the collecting ring and the main ring. They are issued to a handler and are a visible and public indication of an offence having been committed. The date and offence will be recorded in the DC report and must be made public by announcement at the show and/or on the ECAHO website and/or other usual means of communication of ECAHO.

37. A yellow Card may be issued if there is a further offence after a warning or it may be issued without such warning.

38. A red Card will be issued if the handler receives a second yellow card for having committed a further handling offense during the same show. The offender will then be banned from handling any horses for the rest of the show in which he receives the red card. The horse being shown by a handler when he receives a red card may be shown by another handler at the end of the class. In the event of a serious offence involving mistreatment or dangerous behaviour, DCs may issue a red card without prior warning.

39. Any handler disobeying the instructions of any DC member, judge or the ringmaster will be sanctioned. Such sanction can be visibly and publicly indicated with yellow and red cards.

Veterinary Matters

40. Horses with apparent clinical signs of a disease may not participate at the show at the discretion of the DC Veterinarian. If the DC Veterinarian diagnoses apparent clinical signs of a contagious disease, the horse must be immediately put into quarantine and may not participate at the show.

41. Vaccination regulations for shows will require 12 months intervals normally, or shorter where local/national authorities mandate it. Such shorter intervals to be shown on the entry form (see Addendum – Equine Influenza Vaccination page 58).

42. All Veterinary treatment necessary at the show ground must be carried out according to ECAHO Veterinary regulations. The person responsible for the horse will ask the vet who treats the horse to complete a treatment
form and present it to the DC-vet at the show. Any treatment given to a horse immediately prior to a show should be recorded on a treatment form by the treating vet and presented to the DC upon arrival at the show.

43. a) The administration of any substance not a normal nutrient (including irritants applied to the skin or mucous membranes or mydriatic drugs in the eyes), whether intentionally or unintentionally which may affect the performance, temperament or soundness of an exhibit is forbidden.
   b) The DC may order chemical tests on any exhibit.
   c) Judges may request the DC to test any horse.
   (See the section on “Medication Control” page 46).

Complaints

44. A show organiser, appointed judge, ring master, exhibitor, owner or handler of a horse entered at the show may lodge a complaint alleging infringement of the rules of the EAHSC, contained in the “Blue Book”. Any complaint, except concerning a complaint about a judge or any other official including show organisers, is to be made in writing before the end of the show. A deposit of € 200,- or equivalent in local currency will be lodged with the DC and may be retained at the DCs discretion, if the complaint is considered frivolous. Such forfeiture belongs to ECAHO.

45. Any complaint about a judge or any other official including the show organisers is to be made in writing and signed by two individuals. Such complaint must contain any evidence and be sent to the ECAHO executive Secretary with full name and postal address of the complainant within 3 days of the show. A deposit of € 300 must be paid in accordance with the instructions and deadline given by the Executive Secretary. The investigation of the complaint will be conducted in accordance with the Rules for Disciplinary Committees, articles 19 et seq.
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Rules for Ties in Qualifying Places

In the event of a tie in the qualifying places of a class, the higher place will be given to the horse with the most points for type. If there is still a tie, the higher place will be given to the horse with the most points for movement. If the highest and lowest points are eliminated, only the remaining points for type and movement are considered in the tie break. Failing a decision on either of these, one judge chosen by ballot will name his preference.

Rules for ties in Championships

In the event of a tie in the championships, the higher place will be given to the horse with the highest total points in the qualifying classes. If the highest and lowest points are eliminated, only the remaining points for total, type and movement are considered in the tie break. If there is still a tie, the rules for ties in qualifying places will be applied.

Rules for Championships

The organizers may decide which method to apply in their Show:

a) Standard ECAHO method
b) Standard ECAHO method with a modification
c) Open method
a) Standard ECAHO method

1. Championships will be judged as follows:
   a) The horses placed first in their class line up ordered according to age. The horses placed second in their class line up behind them in the same order.
   b) The first placed horses will be judged individually, standing and trotting.
   c) The Champion Gold medal winner is selected from amongst the horses placed first in their class by individual written votes from each judge. The horse with the highest number of votes will be Champion Gold medal winner. In the event of a tie, the horse that received the highest number of points in its class will be declared Champion Gold medal winner. In the event of a further tie, the "Rules for Ties in Qualifying Places" will apply.

   The judges will not discuss the horses.

2. The Silver medal winner will be selected in the same way as the Gold medallist from all other horses that have qualified for the Championship.

3. The Bronze medal winner will be selected using the same system used to select the Silver medallist.

   The votes of the judges in the Championships will be announced and will be published at the show office immediately after the judging has finished.

4. A fourth horse will be selected, which will become the Bronze medal winner should one of the three medal winners be disqualified. If this exhibit is not apparent from the voting papers, the judges will be asked to nominate one. This horse will not be announced. In the event that two or more of the medal winners are disqualified, no further substitution will be made.

5. If a horse placed first in its class is not able to take part in the Championship, the horse placed second in the class will move forward and be judged with the other horses placed first. Should a horse placed first be sent out of the ring by the judges or taken out by the handler for any reason, it will be deemed to have taken part in the championship and, therefore, the second placed horse will not be judged with the other first placed horses. Substitutions for absent first-placed or second-placed horses by third-placed or lower-ranked horses will not be permitted.

6. All horses that qualify for their respective Championships must take part in the Championship. Unless a certificate from the DC veterinarian is produced, failure to compete will disqualify the horse from the show, with its record of score and class placing being deleted and the horse being disqualified from showing for the period of one year as from the date of the show. In the event of a disqualification, horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up a place in the class but third or lower placed horses will not be entitled to enter the Championship.

7. All horses that are awarded a medal in their respective Championships must take part in the Championship prizegiving ceremony. Unless the DC decides otherwise in which case any representative of the horse may accept the medal without the horse being present, absence of the horse or any representative to appear in the prizegiving ceremony will disqualify the horse from the show with its record of score in the class and championship placing being deleted and the horse being disqualified from the showing for the period of one year from the date of the show. In the event of a disqualification, all horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up one place in the Championship.

8. In Title and A shows all horses that qualified for their respective Championship must remain at the showground until after their championships.
b) **Standard ECAHO method with a modification**

Each judge nominates his choice for gold silver and bronze medals together at the same time using points.

1. The Championships will be judged as follows:
   a. The horses placed first in their class line up ordered according to age. The horses placed second in their class line up behind them in the same order.
   b. The horses will be judged individually, standing and trotting.
   c. The Champion Gold medal winner is selected from amongst the horses placed first in their class.
   d. The Silver and Bronze medal winners will be selected at the same time from all other horses that have qualified for the Championship.

Points will be given to the nominated horses as follows:

- A horse nominated by a judge for Gold Medal will receive 4 points
- A horse nominated by a judge for Silver Medal will receive 2 points
- A horse nominated by a judge for Bronze Medal will receive 1 point

The Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the most votes for Gold Medal Champion. In case of an equal amount of vote for Gold Medal Champion, the Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championships points.

From the remaining horses:
- The Silver Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championship points.
- The Bronze Medal will be awarded to the horse with the 2\textsuperscript{nd} highest number of championship points.

In the case of a tie, the Rules for Ties in championships will be followed.

The judges will not discuss the horses.

2. A fourth horse will be selected, which will become the Bronze medal winner should one of the three medal winners be disqualified. If this exhibit is not apparent from the voting papers, the judges will be asked to nominate one. This horse will not be announced. In the event that two or more of the medal winners are disqualified, no further substitution will be made.

3. If a horse placed first in its class is not able to take part in the Championship, the horse placed second in the class will move forward and be judged with the other horses placed first. Should a horse placed first be sent out of the ring by the judges or taken out by the handler for any reason, it will be deemed to have taken part in the championship and, therefore, the second placed horse will not be judged with the other first placed horses. Substitutions for absent first-placed or second-placed horses by third-placed or lower-ranked horses will not be permitted.

4. All horses that qualify for their respective Championships must take part in the Championship. Unless a certificate from the DC veterinarian is produced, failure to compete will disqualify the horse from the show, with its record of score and class placing being deleted and the horse being disqualified from showing for the period of one year as from the date of the show. In the event of a disqualification, horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up a place in the class but third or lower placed horses will not be entitled to enter the Championship.

5. All horses that are awarded a medal in their respective Championships must take part in the Championship prizegiving ceremony. Unless the DC decides otherwise in which case any representative of the horse may accept the medal without the horse being present, absence of the horse or any representative to appear in the prizegiving ceremony will disqualify the horse from the show with its record of score in the class and championship placing being deleted.
and the horse being disqualified from the showing for the period of one year from the date of the show. In the event of a disqualification, all horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up one place in the Championship.

6. In Title and A shows all horses that qualified for their respective Championship must remain at the showground until after their championships.
Standard ECAHO Method with a modification - Championships with Top 5

Art. 1. a – d apply.
4th and 5th place will be selected at the same time from all other horses that have qualified for the Championship.

Points will be given to the nominated horses as follows:

- A horse nominated by a judge for Gold Medal will receive 6 points
- A horse nominated by a judge for Silver Medal will receive 4 points
- A horse nominated by a judge for Bronze Medal will receive 3 points
- A horse nominated for 4th place at Top 5 will receive 2 points
- A horse nominated for 5th place at Top 5 will receive 1 point

The Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the most votes for Gold Medal Champion. In case of an equal amount of vote for Gold Medal Champion, the Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championship points.

From the remaining horses:
The Silver Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championship points.
The Bronze Medal will be awarded to the horse with the 2nd highest number of championship points.
The 4th place at Top 5 will be awarded to the horse with the 3rd highest number of championship points.
The 5th place at Top 5 will be awarded to the horse with the 4th highest number of championship points.

In the case of a tie, the Rules for Ties in championships will be followed.

All horses that are awarded a medal in their respective Championships must take part in the Championship prizegiving ceremony.
Unless the DC decides otherwise in which case any representative of the horse may accept the medal without the horse being present, absence of the horse or any representative to appear in the prizegiving ceremony will disqualify the horse from the show with its record of score in the class and championship placing being deleted and the horse being disqualified from the showing for the period of one year from the date of the show.
In the event of a disqualification, all horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up one place in the Championship.
c) **Open method**

The Gold, Silver and Bronze medal winners will be selected from amongst all the horses which have qualified in their respective classes for each championship.

The number of horses qualified from each class will be officially announced by the show organizer in the schedule and the show catalogue.

1. **The Championships will be judged as follows:**
   a. All the horses qualified for the championship will enter the ring and line up according to the numerical order of their catalogue numbers.
   b. The horses will be judged individually, standing and trotting.
   c. Each judge will nominate his choice for gold silver and bronze medals together at the same time, from amongst all the horses qualified for the championship.

Points will be given to the nominated horses as follows:

- A horse nominated by a judge for Gold Medal will receive 4 points.
- A horse nominated by a judge for Silver Medal will receive 2 points.
- A horse nominated by a judge for Bronze Medal will receive 1 point.

The Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the most votes for Gold Medal Champion. In case of an equal amount of vote for Gold Medal Champion, the Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championships points.

From the remaining horses:
- The Silver Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championship points.
- The Bronze Medal will be awarded to the horse with the 2nd highest number of championship points.

In the case of a tie, the Rules for Ties in championships will be followed.

The judges will not discuss the horses.

2. A fourth horse will be selected, which will become the Bronze medal winner should one of the three medal winners be disqualified. If this exhibit is not apparent from the voting papers, the judges will be asked to nominate one. This horse will not be announced. In the event that two or more of the medal winners are disqualified, no further substitution will be made.

3. All horses that qualify for their respective Championships must take part in the Championship. Unless a certificate from the DC veterinarian is produced, failure to compete will disqualify the horse from the show, with its record of score and class placing being deleted and the horse being disqualified from showing for the period of one year as from the date of the show. In the event of a disqualification, horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up a place in the class. Should a horse be sent out of the ring by the judges or taken out by the handler for any reason, it will be deemed to have taken part in the championship.

4. All horses that are awarded a medal in their respective Championships must take part in the Championship prizegiving ceremony. Unless the DC decides otherwise in which case any representative of the horse may accept the medal without the horse being present, absence of the horse or any representative to appear in the prizegiving ceremony will disqualify the horse from the show with its record of score in the class and championship placing being deleted and the horse being disqualified from the showing for the period of one year from the date of the show. In the event of a disqualification, all horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up one place in the Championship.
5. In Title and A shows all horses that qualified for their respective Championship must remain at the showground until after their championships.

**Open method - Championships with Top 5**

Art. 1. a – c apply.

4th and 5th place will be selected at the same time from amongst all horses that have qualified for the Championship.

Points will be given to the nominated horses as follows:

- A horse nominated by a judge for Gold Medal will receive 6 points
- A horse nominated by a judge for Silver Medal will receive 4 points
- A horse nominated by a judge for Bronze Medal will receive 3 points
- A horse nominated for 4th place at Top 5 will receive 2 points
- A horse nominated for 5th place at Top 5 will receive 1 point

The Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the most votes for Gold Medal Champion. In case of an equal amount of vote for Gold Medal Champion, the Gold Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championships points.

From the remaining horses:
- The Silver Medal will be awarded to the horse with the highest number of championship points.
- The Bronze Medal will be awarded to the horse with the 2nd highest number of championship points.
- The 4th place at Top 5 will be awarded to the horse with the 3rd highest number of championship points.
- The 5th place at Top 5 will be awarded to the horse with the 4th highest number of championship points.

In the case of a tie, the Rules for Ties in championships will be followed.

All horses that are awarded a medal in their respective Championships must take part in the Championship prizegiving ceremony. Unless the DC decides otherwise in which case any representative of the horse may accept the medal without the horse being present, absence of the horse or any representative to appear in the prizegiving ceremony will disqualify the horse from the show with its record of score in the class and championship placing being deleted and the horse being disqualified from the showing for the period of one year from the date of the show.

In the event of a disqualification, all horses placed behind the disqualified horse will move up one place in the Championship.
Rules for Disciplinary Committees

1. The show organiser will appoint a Disciplinary Committee (DC). The number of DCs and their qualifications will be as specified in the Rules for Affiliation, according to the category of the show. Their names will be printed in the show schedule and in the catalogue. The DC Chairman will be appointed by the show organizer.

2. No member of a DC shall judge or exhibit or pursue any other activity not consistent with his DC duties, at the show at which he is a DC member.

   No Member of the DC / Ringmaster may officiate at more than 15 Arabian horse shows in ECAHO Member countries in the calendar year.

Duties and powers of DCs during the show

3. It shall be the overriding duty of the DC to ensure the welfare of the horses at the show at which they are acting and to see that the show is conducted in accordance with the EAHSC Rules. The DC will also keep under supervision the stables area, the horse-van parking area, the collecting ring, the show ring, all of the show ground and all horses throughout the show.

4. EAHSC listed DC members appointed to act at ECAHO affiliated shows will, before, during and after a show, behave in such a way that their integrity and honesty cannot be questioned, and will act with firmness and politeness at all times.

5. When any infringement of the Rules is observed by them or reported to them in accordance with the provisions of Rule 9 below, they will conduct an enquiry into such infringement. The DC will maintain a written record of any such enquiry, their decision upon it and any penalty imposed as a result of it.

6. The appointed members of a DC shall have control over and free access to all places used for the purposes of the show, but may only enter a horse's box in the presence of the horse's owner or handler, trainer or other person responsible for the horse.

7. The appointed members of a DC have full power:
   a) To verify the identity of entries and to fine and/or exclude any entries with incomplete or faulty identification documents.
   b) To verify the appropriate vaccination of the entries and to fine and/or exclude any entries with incomplete or faulty vaccination documents.
   c) To determine all questions arising in connection with the conduct of the show during the course of the show.
   d) If necessary for the purpose of c) above, to overrule any decision of show officials and/or judges.
   e) To order the removal of any person or persons from any or all places under their supervision.
   f) To exclude any horse from any class or from the show, before or after such horse has competed at the show.
   g) To order the examination by such person or persons as they think fit of any horse entered for any class at the show.

8. The decisions of the appointed DC shall be binding on all parties: exhibitors, show organizers officials and judges, subject always to the right of appeal.

Investigations during the show

9. The DC will investigate any infringement of EAHSC Rules observed by themselves or any alleged infringement reported to them before the end of the show by:
   a) The show organiser,
   b) An appointed judge or ring master;
   c) The exhibitor, the owner or the handler of a horse entered in a class at the show.
10. When an infringement is reported as in Rule 9 c) above, the complainant will report in writing addressed to the DC, signed and accompanied by a deposit of €200.- or equivalent in local currency which will be forfeited, if the report is decided by the DC to be unfounded. Such report must name witnesses and enclose any relevant documentary evidence.

11. When an infringement is reported, the DC shall by investigation establish the facts, decide whether an infringement has been committed and, if it decides there has, impose on the responsible person one or more of the penalties at its disposal (see Rule 16 below).

12. When during the show no decision can be taken, the DC will report the matter to the ECAHO Executive Secretary who will forward this report to the Standing Disciplinary Committee (SDC).

13. When an infringement concerns the show organiser, the DC will, after investigation, report the facts to the show organiser, who will take appropriate action as the DC may direct. If the DC finds that an infringement occurred, it and the actions taken will be reported to EAHSC.

14. The members of the DC may conduct any necessary investigation by all possible means (witnesses, testimonies, photographs, hearings etc.).

15. Immediately after the show, the DC will write a report about the show. The report will be sent as soon as possible, but not later than one week after the show to the EAHSC (c/o ECAHO Executive Secretary). Any DC who does not send the report within 2 weeks after the show for 3 or more times, will be suspended from the DC list for one year, starting from 1st of January of the following year.

If an investigation has taken place, the report must contain the names of every person involved, full details of any infringement of EAHSC Rules, all the evidence obtained by the DC, such as testimonies, photographs, etc. as well as any action taken by the DC.

Penalties and Measures

16. a) Red and Yellow Cards may be shown as an immediate, visible and public warning of an offence having been committed.

When as a result of an investigation the DC is satisfied that any person has committed an infringement, it has the power at its discretion to impose any one or more of the following penalties or measures:

b) A verbal warning;
c) A written warning;
d) A fine not exceeding €300.- or its equivalent in local currency;
e) Disqualification of the horse;
f) Suspension of the person responsible and all his horses from taking part in the current show.
g) Spare;
h) A ban from the showground and/or the stables and/or other respective premises for a period of two months;
i) Any equipment intended to alter the natural appearance of the horse, and any equipment being used to inflict pain, intimidation or noise may be confiscated.

If a fine is imposed by a DC, this must be paid by the implicated party or the horse cannot be shown. If the fine is imposed after the horse has been shown and it is not paid, the horse may be disqualified.
It is the responsibility of the DC to transfer any imposed fine to the bank account of ECAHO (transfer costs to be paid by ECAHO).

17. When in the opinion of the DC some fine or penalty greater than those permitted to them by Rule 16 above ought to be imposed, it will report the matter to the SDC.
Investigations after the show

The Standing Disciplinary Committee
18. A Standing Disciplinary Committee (SDC) shall be appointed in accordance with Article 21.6 of the Constitution of ECAHO.

19. a) The show organizer, an appointed judge, ring master or an exhibitor, owner or handler of a horse entered at the show may report an infringement in writing to ECAHO Executive Secretary within 3 days of the show. The report must contain any evidence and it must be signed. A deposit of € 300 must be paid in accordance with the instructions and deadlines given by the Executive Secretary, which will be forfeited if the report is considered by the SDC to be unfounded.
b) The Executive Secretary will forward the DC report according to Rule 12 above as well as reports received after the show, to the members of the SDC who will investigate the accusations.

20. The Executive Secretary in conjunction with the Executive Committee is empowered to investigate any infringement of rules that may have occurred within the last 12 months. When sufficient evidence has been gathered, the case will be forwarded to the SDC.

21. When an infringement by a show organiser is reported, the EAHSC shall consider whether the infringement is one of administrative detail or one of principle. If it considers the infringement to be one of administrative detail it will ask the show organiser to amend his procedures in the future. If it considers the infringement to be one of principle, it shall report to the SDC for further consideration.

Procedure of Investigation by the SDC
22. The members of the SDC may conduct any necessary investigation by all possible means (witnesses, testimonies, photographs, hearings etc.)

23. a) The SDC will decide if there is a case to answer and without undue delay inform the person(s) accused of any charge made against them and allow them a period of not less than 14 days to make any statement in their defence. With the reply, the accused person(s) may request a hearing at which the SDC will meet and the accused person(s) or their representative may be heard.
b) The SDC may investigate by inviting any person they find necessary to submit evidence in writing within a period of not less than 14 days. The SDC may hold a hearing if it deems it necessary for a correct appraisal of a case.
c) After the period for answering is complete, the SDC will consider all the evidence and decide on the case. If the decision is “guilty”, the accused person's previous record may be taken into account when deciding on the penalty. The decision will be notified immediately.
d) The written reasons for the decision will be communicated to the accused person(s) by registered mail within one month after the decision has been taken. Other parties involved or having an interest in the case may also be informed, but not before the accused person(s) has been informed.

Penalties and measures
24. The SDC has the power to apply disciplinary measures as listed below:
   a) a warning;
   b) a reprimand;
   c) a fine not exceeding 4000€;
   d) the suspension of an individual from taking part in any EAHSC affiliated show for a period of up to two months;
   e) the suspension of a horse from taking part in any EAHSC affiliated show for a period of up to one year, regardless of any subsequent change of ownership;
   f) spare;
   g) a disqualification;
   h) a ban from the showground and/or the stables and/or other respective premises for a period of two months;
   i) a ban on taking part in any ECAHO and/or ECAHO-related activity for a period of two months;
j) the return of awards and/or prize money;

If a fine is imposed by the SDC, this must be received in full by ECAHO before that horse or any other horse owned by the person responsible, stud farm or breeding entity concerned can be shown in an ECAHO Affiliated show.

Misuse of Drugs
25. The misuse of drugs and the procedures to be followed are detailed in the section titled Rules for Medication Control (page 42).

The ECAHO Appeals Committee
26. An ECAHO Appeals Committee (EAC) shall be appointed in accordance with Article 21.8 of the Constitution of ECAHO.

27. Any person upon whom a penalty has been imposed in accordance with articles 16 or 25 above may appeal to the EAC (c/o ECAHO Executive Secretary) in writing within 30 days from the date of notification of the decision of the SDC (registered mail, date of post mark), stating the grounds of the appeal and submitting the full evidence for the EAC to consider. A deposit of €500 - shall be made at the same time, which shall be forfeited unless the EAC decides there were good and reasonable grounds for the appeal.

28. a) The EAC may investigate by inviting any person they find necessary to submit evidence in writing within a period of not less than 14 days. The EAC may hold a hearing if it deems it necessary for a correct appraisal of the case.
   b) After the period for answering is complete, the EAC will consider all the evidence and decide on the case. If the decision is “guilty”, the accused person’s previous record may be taken into account when deciding on the penalty. The decision will be notified immediately.

29. The EAC will communicate in writing the result of the appeal to the appellant within three months of receipt of the appeal. The written reasons for the decision will be communicated to the accused by registered mail within one month after the decision has been taken. Other parties involved or having an interest in the case may also be informed, but not before the appellant has been informed.

30. The EAC may at its discretion order any person to pay such reasonable costs and expenses relating to the appeal as they may determine.

   In all matters arising from "Rules of Conduct of Shows" the decision of the EAC will be final and binding on all parties.

General Provisions for Investigations after the Show

Costs and Expenses
31. The SDC or the EAC may at their discretion order any person to pay such reasonable costs and/or expenses relating to proceedings as they may determine.

32. The costs of proceedings include, among others, all costs and expenses of the bodies representing the jurisdiction within ECAHO for carrying out investigations, for taking evidence, for the conduct of hearings, for the decision making, for getting legal advice, for translations, for costs of travel, food and accommodation, for infrastructure, and for any and all other costs arising out of a case.

33. The SDC and EAC may demand advance payments up to the amount of the estimated costs of proceedings to be paid to ECAHO.
34. When a request for an advance payment on costs has not been complied with, the SDC and EAC may suspend their work and set a time limit of not more than 15 days, on the expiry of which the relevant submission shall be considered as withdrawn.

35. The SDC and EAC may take into account such circumstances as they consider relevant, including the extent to which a party has conducted the proceedings in an expeditious and cost-effective manner.

Payment of Fines, Costs and Expenses

36. If a fine and/or the payment of costs and/or expenses is imposed by the SDC or the EAC, the respective amounts must be received in full by ECAHO before that horse or any other horse owned by the person responsible or breeding entity concerned can be shown in an ECAHO affiliated show.
Preface
For the ECAHO Rules for Medication Control the following definitions shall apply:

a) The term “sampling veterinarians” refers to any FEI approved veterinarians and those veterinarians included in the List of ECAHO approved sampling veterinarians as available at www.ecaho.org.

b) The term “ECAHO approved testing laboratory” defines the Laboratoire des Courses Hippiques, 15 rue de Paradis, ZAC Pompidou, 91370 Verrieres le Buisson, France.

c) The term “Prohibited substances” defines zero tolerance for those substances which are listed in the FEI “Equine Prohibited Substances List” as valid at the time of sample taking;

d) The testing procedures will follow the current “Manual for sampling veterinarians” as issued by LCH laboratory.

e) The person responsible for the horse is the registered owner or the lessee, but the person who signs the entry form, the handler, and other support personnel including but not limited to grooms and veterinarians may be regarded as additional persons responsible if they are present at the event or have made a relevant decision about the horse. Should the person responsible designate someone to represent them (e.g. a lawyer) any correspondence sent to this representative will be deemed to have been communicated to the person responsible.

Rules
1. The administration of any substance not a normal nutrient (including irritants applied to the skin and mucous membranes), whether intentionally or unintentionally, which may affect the performance, temperament or soundness of an exhibit is forbidden. Such substances are listed in the list of prohibited substances.

2. a) At all ECAHO affiliated shows medication testing may be carried out at the discretion of the DC or the judges.
   b) At all Title Shows and A-shows the medication testing of all Gold Medal champions is compulsory.
   c) Any horse at any show may be tested at the discretion of the DC or judges.

3. Both urine- and blood samples must be taken according to the “Manual for sampling veterinarians” which is enclosed with the sampling kits. If, after a prolonged wait (no less than 30 minutes), no urine sample can be obtained, blood collection only is acceptable. Only sampling veterinarians may collect the samples and they may not act in any other capacity at a show in which they have been appointed sampling veterinarians.

4. The organizer will provide fresh bedding and a clean box for each horse to be tested. These boxes will be marked as sampling boxes and will be used exclusively for this purpose. They should be located in a quiet environment with no public access.

5. All samples taken at a show must only be sent to the ECAHO approved testing laboratory which is the Laboratoire des Courses Hippiques, 15 rue de Paradis, ZAC Pompidou, 91370 Verrieres le Buisson, France.

   The sampling kits, their transport from and to the ECAHO approved testing laboratory, analyses and honoraria of sampling veterinarians will be paid by the show organizer or by the National Registry/Association.

6. Any exhibit for which the sampling veterinarian certifies that in his opinion the collection of blood, urine or other substances may endanger the exhibit concerned or the persons handling such exhibit, will inform the DC’s who will disqualify the horse and forward the case to the SDC. Any horse so disqualified will not receive any prize or title and will not compete further at the show concerned.
7. Horses withdrawn from such test by the person responsible will not receive any prize or title, will not compete further at the show concerned and will be treated as if positive. The case will be forwarded to the SDC.

8. The ECAHO approved testing laboratory will send the results of the tests to the ECAHO Executive Secretary and the organizer of the show.

9. All offences of the Medication Control rules will be dealt with by the Standing Disciplinary Committee (SDC).

10. In the event that an exhibit is tested positive, the person responsible will be held fully responsible for the horse unless such person can provide full and proper evidence implicating some other person.

11. When a notification is received that a horse tested positive for prohibited substances, the Executive Secretary will forward the test results to the SDC, together with the details of horse and show concerned and will ask the show organizer for copies of the entry forms to be sent to the SDC. The SDC will consider all evidence available.

12. a) When a horse has been tested positive for prohibited substances, the person responsible will be informed and be offered the option of having the B sample tested. The request for testing the B sample, together with the election of the laboratory to be used for the analysis must be directed to the Executive Secretary in writing within 30 days after the receipt of notification is confirmed. The person responsible may elect to have the B sample analyzed at one of the following approved laboratories for B tests:
   i) Laboratoire des Courses Hippiques LCH, 13 Rue de Paradis, 91370, Verrières le Buisson, France
   ii) LGC Ltd, Newmarket Road, Fordham, Cambridgeshire, CB7 5WW, United Kingdom
   iii) The Hong Kong Jockey Club - Racing Laboratory, Shatin Racecourse, Shatin, New Territories, Hong Kong
   In the event there is no specific confirmation of receipt, receipt shall be assumed to have occurred after ten (10) days from dispatch of the notice.

   b) With such request, the person responsible may request a hearing at which the SDC will meet and the person responsible or his representative may be heard. Such hearing may be held not less than 42 days after the person responsible or his representative has been informed. The SDC will decide what form the hearing will take - physical presence, via telecommunication or written – and communicate the estimated costs of the hearing to the person responsible who must advance the cost of said hearing within ten (10) days of receiving the estimate. Should ECAHO not receive the full amount of the estimated costs within the time stipulated these proceedings will be terminated. The request for a hearing will have no suspensory effect on any penalty imposed by the SDC.

   c) The SDC may provisionally suspend a horse from participating in any show prior to the opportunity of a full hearing if that horse was tested positive for prohibited substances (A sample or B sample). If a provisional suspension is imposed by the SDC the person responsible may submit to the SDC a short statement in writing in order to show cause why the provisional suspension should be lifted. The provisional suspension shall be maintained unless the person responsible establishes to the satisfaction of the SDC that exceptional circumstances exist that make it clearly unfair, taking into account all of the circumstances of the case, to impose a provisional suspension prior to the hearing.

13. a) Horses in whose body fluids a forbidden substance is discovered are automatically disqualified from the competition concerned if no second test (B sample) is requested. Should a second test (B sample) be requested by the person responsible and found positive, the disqualification shall become effective after this second result has been communicated to the person responsible or his representative.

   b) If the person responsible requested the B sample to be analyzed, but did not elect a laboratory in time, ECAHO shall solely determine which one of the following laboratories shall analyze the B sample: Laboratoire des Course Hippiques (L.C.H), France; LGC Ltd, United Kingdom; The Hong Kong Jockey Club, Sha Tin,
c) Should the B sample result be negative all proceedings will be terminated.

14. a) The penalty for the use of prohibited medication will be a fine of up to 4000 Euro per horse, and the loss of place, title, qualification and the return of any trophies and/or prize money, and the horse will be suspended from participating in any ECAHO affiliated show for a period of one (1) year after the day the sanctions were imposed by the SDC. If the fine is not paid within one year, the horse will continue to be banned for a longer period of time until the full amount of the fine is received by ECAHO. Any other horses owned by the person responsible, stud farm or breeding entity will also be banned from participating in any ECAHO affiliated shows until the full amount of the fine is received by ECAHO.

b) The penalty for the use of irritants will be a fine of up to 1000 Euro per horse, and the loss of place, title and qualification and the return of any trophies and/or prize money. The horse will be banned from participating in any ECAHO affiliated show until the full amount of the fine is received by ECAHO. Any other horses owned by the person responsible, stud farm or breeding entity will also be banned from participating in any ECAHO affiliated shows until the full amount of the fine is received by ECAHO.

15. The person responsible will be liable for all costs of medication testing and subsequent costs of investigation, possible legal proceedings and all other follow-up costs arising out of this case (See articles 33 and 34 RDC). With regards to further sanctions against the person responsible and the horse concerned, rule 24 of RDC is applicable. All horses owned by the person responsible, stud farm or breeding entity will be banned from participating in any ECAHO affiliated shows until the full amount of the costs is received by ECAHO.

16. Decisions may be made public at the conclusion of the proceedings.
I. ADDENDUM
Technical guidelines for all Shows

Introduction
A complete description of the following topics should be presented by the committee of any proposed new show to the EAHSC for affiliation, together with the schedule. Information on the same topics must reach all exhibitors prior to the show with entry and parking cards if needed (this may be included with the Schedule).

Access and parking
Access to the show grounds should be clearly signed and from a certain distance, depending on the location of the show (open country or city). Ample parking space should be provided sufficiently close to the stabling area. Stewards must be appointed to regulate proper parking of horse vans.

Stabling
The stables should be grouped in one (max. two) areas. The horses must be housed in box stalls (covered if out of doors), made of resistant materials providing the best possible conditions of security of the minimum dimension of 2.8 m by 2.8 m and minimum height all around of 2.7 m, for all foreign entrants. Proper bedding should be available on the show ground free of cost. A notice will be posted to the effect that “Training of horses will not be permitted in the stable area between the hours of 20.00 hrs and 06.00 hrs”.

Feed and water
Running water must be available at the stables as well as a feed store where oats and hay can be purchased at current prices.

Show ring
Must be of proper size, at least 1'200 square meters (with the longer side at least 60 metres), of square or rectangular shape and of the least slippery ground as possible. It must be fenced all around with one or two entry-exit gateways manipulated by stewards. The layout of the show grounds must be attractively decorated as suitable for an international event.

The jury should be placed with their backs to the main spectator area. The show staff and/or officials should stand at a distance behind the judges and communicate only when indispensable.

Sufficiently large covered stands should allow the spectators to be seated while attending the show. The public address system must be clearly audible from the grandstands, the ring, the paddock and the stables.

Paddock (collecting ring)
should be of sufficient dimensions to allow all the horses of the biggest class to wait safely. It must be located close to the show ring in order to allow the horses to pass easily from one to the other without having to walk over a long distance. The passage from paddock to show ring must be kept free from the public. The precise schedule of the day’s classes must be marked on a large signboard at the entrance to the paddock. Stewards must control both the entries and the exits to the paddock and the ring according to the proceedings of the show.

Staff
The number of staff members of an International Show will depend on the importance of the show, size of the grounds, number of entries foreseen and/or other technical considerations.

a) Officials
- Jury
- Disciplinary Committee (DC)
- Ringmaster(s)
- Show Veterinarian
b) Show Staff

- Organising Committee and/or Show Director or Secretary
- Show Secretariat, with one or two persons at the show secretariat, a fixed desk throughout the show, where the secretaries are to take notes, messages and answer any questions or enquiries.
- An announcer presenting the classes and horses, whose role is to keep the audience informed throughout the proceedings. Announcements should be made in both the host country's language and in English.
- One or two persons recording scores and calculating totals and placings
- Stewards-

  The stewards should either be in uniform or wearing a distinctive badge. Their number and attribution is decided by the show organiser, it should be nevertheless recommended to have them placed at least at:
  - the horse van parking space
  - the stables (one or two should patrol the stable area all times, day and night)
  - the paddock
  - the entrance to the show ring

- A chauffeur and bi-lingual hostesses should be appointed for the proper reception of Officials and other VIP's.

Show catalogue

An attractive show catalogue should be available, at a reasonable price, on the show grounds. The catalogue should include:

- Rules for Conduct of Shows, Rules for Championships and ties, also Show Timetable.
- Complete information on the show including the names of the Officials, the classes and competitions and amount and distribution of prize money (if applicable)
- The list of horses with their date of birth, colour, name of sire, dam, maternal grandsire, breeder and owner entered in each class.
- The overall plan of the show grounds should appear in the catalogue as well as a list of exhibitors with addresses.
- The sponsors of the show and the advertisers will have their publicity in the show catalogue, which will help finance its publication and add to its interest. A complete list of advertisers with their addresses will also appear.

Guidelines for ECAHO Officials and Show Organisers

Reimbursement and hospitality

The show organiser is requested to provide judges and other officials (DCs, Ringmasters, etc.) with transport, accommodation and meals during the show. He may book transport, such as flights, himself or ask the officials to do so. In case of the latter, the show organiser is requested to reimburse at least economy flight tickets, second class for trains or 0,36 € per kilometer by car (but not more than the average economy flight ticket). If an official cancels the invitation after the travel arrangements have been made, he will pay all the costs arising out of this booking. Any infringement should be reported by the show organiser or the ECAHO official, respectively, in writing to the EAHSC.

Hosting of Officials

The Officials should be invited well in advance of the show, as their replies must be received in time to have their names printed in the schedule. Accommodation should be booked for them near the showground. Organisers are responsible for the hotel charges for room and food. Reasonable travelling expenses must be paid. Transport from and to the airport and between hotel and showground should be arranged and the Officials have to be informed about the times of pick-up. No catalogues giving the names of exhibitors or horses should be available for the judges in advance of the show. Any unpaid expenses with the Officials will be settled before they return home.
Post-Show-Requirements
The results of the show must be mailed to the EAHSC within one month of the show. A DC Report on the show must be sent to EAHSC Executive Secretary and to the Show Organiser within one week after the show.

PROBATIONS

A Probationer should be national Official with experience. Probations are an evaluation of current knowledge and experience

Procedure before the show
• The Probationer must apply through their National Association and/or ECAHO Office for permission from both the organizer and the A list Official.
• The Probationer must pay for all their own expenses, i.e. transport, hotel, food and drinks. He may have lunch/dinner with the Officials but only upon invitation by the show organizer.

Guidelines for accepting Judge Probationers
• A Probationer-Judge must have passed the ECAHO Judges Level I course. A copy of the official Level I letter from ECAHO must to be included in any probation request to confirm that the Probationer has completed all prerequisites.
• At least during the last probation, the Probationer-Judges' marks must be visible and/or audible to the audience. It is the duty of the student to inform the Show organizer when this applies and to get confirmation that this is possible to avoid unnecessary disappointments at the show.
• Only one Probationer Judge is allowed per show.
• Judge Probationers are not allowed at A and Title shows.

Guidelines for accepting DC and Ringmaster Probationers
• A Probationer DC must have successfully completed an International DC course organized by ECAHO.
• Only two Probationer DCs are allowed per show each with a different A list DC.
• DC Probationers are allowed at A and Title shows if the Show Organizer agrees.
• A Probationer Ringmaster must be on his National list of RMs and to have officiated as Ringmaster at a minimum of 5 ECAHO affiliated shows.
• Only one Probationer Ringmaster is allowed per show.
• Ringmaster Probationers are not allowed at A and Title shows.

Procedure during the Show:
• The responsible A List Official should inform his Probationer about the procedure before the show starts.
• A list Judges and their Probationers should minimize conversation during their time in the ring, preferably restricted to the introduction walk-around of the class. Notes can be compared in silence or be discussed when outside of the main ring after the class. Any discussions with a Probationer-Judge and "pointing at horses" in the main ring are prohibited.
• During championships A-Judge should mainly concentrate on his/her own judgement. Probationers will note, reveal and discuss their personal choice in the championship with the A-Judge afterwards, when outside of the main ring.
• DC Probationer must be present from the beginning of the DC work prior to the show.
• DC's and Ringmaster and their Probationers may communicate discretely anywhere before and during the show.

**Procedure after the Show**

• Shortly after the show the A-Judge shall prepare a "Probationer report of the Senior Judge".
• The report is an objective description of the A-Judges' impression of the Probationer.
• The report is sent as soon as possible to ECAHO Office, not to the Probationer or National organization or any other person or body. It is a confidential document that will be a part of the Probationers' training file regarding the Level II course and a B list recommendation.

• The DC Probationer will write a DC report which must be given to the A-DC at the end of the show.
• The A-DC will write a Probation report shortly after the show detailing the knowledge, character and ability of the probationer. This report will be sent to ECAHO Office and DCIC for evaluation.

• The Senior Ringmaster will write a Probation report shortly after the show detailing the knowledge and ability of the probationer. This report will be sent to ECAHO Office and the Ringmaster Instructors Group for evaluation.
The initial body to contact, for anyone who wants to become a judge for ECAHO affiliated Arab horse shows, is the national ECAHO member organization (Arab Horse Society) of his country.

Training of Judges

- The Executive Committee will nominate a certain number of senior ‘A’ Judges as instructors to prepare and hold the ECAHO International Judges training workshops, seminars and tests.
- Judges workshops, seminars and tests will follow the same procedure and the same assessment system of theoretical and practical exams, whatever the level of the course.
- Announcement of courses: The courses for a whole year will be announced by EAHSC at the same time with the names of the instructors for the different courses.
- The documentation, supporting the topics, that is handed out to the participants will be the same on all courses and it will be updated regularly. The reference book will be the Judges Manual (published in 2016), based on P. Upton’s ‘The Classic Arab Horse’.
- On the Agenda of the International ECAHO Judges Courses Level I there will be education plus examination of students, to assess their basic knowledge in horsemanship, conformation, type of the Arabian horse and knowledge and use of English.
- On the Agenda of the International ECAHO Judges Courses Level II for National Judges to become B-Judges, there will be one theoretical (multiple choice) test in addition to the four practical tests to be taken by all candidates. There will also be an individual interview for each candidate with the panel of Instructors.
- The same assessment principles will be applied in all the Judges Courses and promotion of Judges.
- Speaking English is mandatory!

**SUMMARY of the TRAINING STEPS for becoming an ECAHO JUDGE:**

### How to become a NATIONAL JUDGE

- You have to pass a National Judges Training Scheme or you have to pass the Level 0 Course, organized by your National Organization*), conducted by an ECAHO instructor.
- For National progress evaluation and judging experience development, National Judges may conduct probations with any ECAHO judge recommended by their National Organization at any ECAHO show, excluding B shows and higher.
- As National Judge you are entitled to judge ECAHO “Amateur”, “D regional”, “C National”, “C International”, “European”, “Specific Origin” Shows and “National Championships”.

*) A “National Organization” is the Arabian Horse Breeding Association in your country, which is a Member or Associate Member of ECAHO.

### How to become an International ECAHO B JUDGE

To become eligible for ECAHO judges training the following prerequisites must be fulfilled:

1) **You are not** or have **not been** a Professional trainer or handler for the past 3 calendar years.
2) Your National Organization has notified ECAHO as soon as you were placed on the National Judges list in your country. **The date that ECAHO is informed about your National judges’ status will count as the start date of your mandatory three year experience period.**
3) You must have been on your National List of Judges for at least 36 months, starting from the notification date to ECAHO as described under article 2).
4) You must have judged a **minimum of three ECAHO affiliated shows** as a National judge
5) **You must have a written recommendation from your National Organization allowing you to apply to the ECAHO judges training program as a Judging Trainee, sent to the ECAHO Secretary.**

To apply for ECAHO Judges’ level I course:

6) You must have completed all requirements as mentioned in articles 1 to 5 above.
7) Your National Organization must send-in your application for the first available Level I course.
To start probationing with A judges and in preparation of the level II course:

8) You must have passed the ECAHO Judges Level I course.
9) You must have permission from both the Show organizer and the A-Judge.
10) You must pay all your own expenses, i.e. transportation, hotel, food and drinks.
11) Only one probationer per show is allowed.
12) A minimum of three probations in foreign countries, all with different A Judges, must be completed. On the last one your marks are announced to the spectators. More probations are required if recommended. Probations are not allowed at A- or Title shows. For additional requirements consult:
   - I. Addendum – Technical guidelines for all Shows
   - Guidelines for ECAHO Officials and Show Organizers, section Probations.

To apply for ECAHO judges level II course (B-Judge exam):

13) You must have completed all requirements stated in articles 8 to 12 above
14) Your national organization must send in your application for the first available Level II course.

To be put on the ECAHO B Judges list:

15) You must have passed the ECAHO Judges Level II course.
16) You must be proposed by your National Organization at an EAHSC meeting.
17) You must be accepted by the EAHSC for the B-list of ECAHO Judges.

As ECAHO B Judge you may judge any level of ECAHO shows.
You may lose your title of ECAHO B Judge if you have not judged for three consecutive years or not attended an ECAHO Judges Course Level II as refresher.

The Executive Committee may freely assess if a B Judge not complying with the Constitution, all applicable rules, codes, regulations, and decisions of ECAHO, as well as with his duties and obligations under the Judges Contract, may lose his title of ECAHO Judge, or shall be prevented from being appointed as a recognised Judge, or shall be suspended or expelled.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How to become an International ECAHO A JUDGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• You must have been on the ECAHO B-list for a minimum of five years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• You must have judged a minimum of 25 ECAHO international shows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• You must be approved by the ECAHO Judges Instructors Group and the Executive Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• You must be proposed by your National Organization at an EAHSC meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• You must be accepted by EAHSC for the A-list of ECAHO judges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As ECAHO A Judge you may judge any level of ECAHO shows.
As ECAHO A Judge it is your duty to take probationers and to write the corresponding report.

Any Judge who has not judged for 10 years or more loses his title of ECAHO A and B judge automatically and must start again at Level I.

The Executive Committee may freely assess if an A Judge not complying with the Constitution, all applicable rules, codes, regulations, and decisions of ECAHO, as well as with his duties and obligations under the Judges Contract, may lose his title of ECAHO Judge, or shall be prevented from being appointed as a recognised Judge, or shall be suspended or expelled.

Any B list Judge may lose his/her title of B Judge if he/she has not judged for three years or not attended a refresher course (International ECAHO Judges Course Level II). In such case the Judge may be automatically withdrawn from B list but may remain on their National list after confirmation from his/her National organization.

Any A or B list Judge who has not judged for 10 years or more will automatically lose the title of ECAHO A or B judge and must start again at Level I.
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III. ADDENDUM

Guidelines for the training and promotion of Disciplinary Committee Members

The initial body to contact, for anyone who wishes to become a Disciplinary committee member for ECAHO affiliated Arab horse shows, is the National ECAHO member organization (Arab Horse society) of his country.

I. Procedure to qualify for the “B” list of DCs

The national Arab Horse breeders association will be responsible for the selection of applicants. The following steps must be taken before the final application with the EAHSC can be made.

1. To apply officially to his National Association (ECAHO member).
2. To have practical experience with horses.
3. To have successfully completed one Workshop organized by the National association or assisted a DC from the ECAHO list in at least two shows or to have had extensive professional and/or practical experience with horses and/or shows.
4. To have successfully completed an ECAHO “B” International DC course (under two ECAHO Instructors designated by the DC Instructors Sub-Commission (DCIC) one of which must be a Veterinarian Instructor).
5. To have successfully completed at least two probations with different A list DCs at different ECAHO affiliated shows in different venues, after having passed the International DC course. If the probations are not completed within the three years following the course, the Candidate must take and pass another DC course and complete the required probations.
6. Probationers must pay all their expenses, unless these are covered by their National association.

Once these conditions have been fulfilled, the DC Instructors Sub-Commission will evaluate all the reports and propose the recommended applicants to the EAHSC.

The EAHSC will decide, by majority vote, to accept the applicant for the “B” DC list or not, regardless of the fulfilment of the above pre-conditions.

A “B” list DC may act at any level of ECAHO shows and will have an individual presentation on the ECAHO web page with his /her contact details and stating his/her experience and qualifications (updated every year). ECAHO DCs are particularly encouraged to officiate abroad and pick up experience. Speaking English is an indispensable factor for most countries.

If a “B” DC has not officiated for three years, he is required to attend an ECAHO international DC Workshop.
II. Procedures to qualify for the “A” list of DCs

A “B” list DC may apply to his/her National Arab horse breeding association to be upgraded to the “A” list of ECAHO DCs and must have fulfilled the following conditions:

1. To have been on the ECAHO “B” list for a minimum of five years.
2. To have acted at a minimum of fifteen shows during these five years.
3. To have successfully completed and passed an ECAHO International “A” DC course. (under at least two ECAHO Instructors designated by DCIC, one of which must be a Veterinarian Instructor).

Once these conditions have been fulfilled, the DC Instructors Sub-Commission will evaluate all the results and propose the recommended applicants to the EAHSC.

The EAHSC will decide, by majority vote, to accept the applicant for the “A” DC list or not, regardless of the fulfilment of the above pre-conditions.

An “A” list DC may act at any level of ECAHO shows and will have an individual presentation on the ECAHO web page with his/her contact details and stating his/her experience and qualifications (updated every year).

A good knowledge of English is necessary at this stage.

If an “A” DC has not officiated for three years, he is required to attend an ECAHO international DC Workshop.

III. Training of DCs

EAHSC will nominate a certain number of senior “A” DCs to become “Instructors” at the ECAHO International DC training workshops and courses.

DC courses will be organized regularly.

DC instructor courses will be organized regularly to ensure the training of applicants.

DC workshops and courses will follow the same procedure and the same assessment system of theoretical and practical exams, whatever the level of the course.

1. Announcement of courses: The courses for a whole year will be announced by EAHSC at the same time with the names of the Instructors of the different courses.
2. The documentation, supporting the topics, that is handed out to the participants will be the same on all courses and it will be updated regularly. The reference book will be the latest edition of the ECAHO “DC Course Syllabus Booklet” (first published in 2008).
3. Examination documents used will be the standard DCIC documents.
4. The timetable of the courses should be approximately similar with a mix of theory and practical exercise.
5. Ethics will be of paramount importance with emphasis on the welfare of horses.

IV. ECAHO Trained National DCs

This list is open to Candidates who:

1. have passed a National DC course given by ECAHO DC Instructors, using an ECAHO syllabus (with or without probations, at the discretion of the Instructors).
2. have taken an ECAHO International DC course given by ECAHO DC Instructors and have sufficient technical and practical knowledge to pass but insufficient knowledge of English (with or without probations, at the discretion of the Instructors).

These candidates will be proposed to the EAHSC at the autumn SC meeting for inclusion in the following year’s ECAHO Approved National DC list if they are accepted by EAHSC.
V. ADDENDUM

Guidelines for the training and promotion of Ringmasters

The initial body to contact, for anyone who wishes to become an approved Ringmaster for ECAHO affiliated Arab horse shows, is the National ECAHO Member organization (Arab Horse Society) of his country.

I. Procedure to qualify for the list of ECAHO recommended Ringmasters

The national Arab Horse breeders association will be responsible for the selection of applicants. The following steps must be taken before the final application with the EAHSC can be made.

1. To apply officially to his National Association (ECAHO Member).
2. To have practical experience with horses.
3. To have officiated as Ringmaster at minimum of 5 ECAHO shows.
4. To have extensive knowledge of the Blue Book rules.

Once these conditions have been fulfilled, the National organization shall send the request to the EAHSC.

The EAHSC will decide, by majority vote, to accept the applicant for list of ECAHO recommended Ringmasters or not, regardless of the fulfillment of the above pre-conditions.

An ECAHO recommended Ringmaster may act at any level of ECAHO shows and will have an individual presentation on the ECAHO web page with his/her contact details and stating his/her experience and qualifications (updated every year). ECAHO recommended Ringmasters are particularly encouraged to officiate abroad and pick up experience. Speaking English is mandatory.
IV. ADDENDUM

Equine Influenza vaccination for all horses competing in ECAHO competitions

1. All horses must have received an initial Primary Course of two vaccination doses administered a minimum of 21 and a maximum of 92 days apart.

   Foals should begin the primary course of vaccination at 6 months of age. It is under the owners’ responsibility if they are shown before the primary course of vaccination is complete.

2. The First Booster must be given within 7 calendar months following the date of administration of the second vaccination of the primary course.

   Horses which have received a correct primary course of vaccinations may compete at an ECAHO event up to 7 months after the second dose of the primary course.

3. Horses that were correctly certified as receiving the primary course prior to 2009 are not required to fulfil the requirement of the first booster, providing there has been no lapse in their vaccination regime.

4. Further booster vaccinations must be given within 12 months of the last dose, or shorter intervals where local or national authorities require it.

5. No vaccination may be given within 7 days of the day of arrival at the ECAHO event.

6. Vaccines must be administered by a veterinarian. The details of the vaccine, serial/batch number and the date of administration must be recorded in the passport, signed and stamped by the veterinarian who administered the vaccination.

7. The entering of vaccination details in a new passport or a duplicate: if the vaccination history of a horse is very long, the veterinarian may use the following statement “The vaccination history of this horse is correct to date ……(enter the last vaccination date)”, signed and stamped by a veterinarian.

8. Sanctions for vaccination irregularities, considering a 12 month interval between boosters:
   - Up to 1 week late: a fine of €130. The horse will be allowed to compete.
   - Between 1 and 2 weeks late: a fine of € 200. The horse will be allowed to compete.
   - More than 2 weeks late: a fine of € 280, the horse will not be allowed to compete and must leave the show ground as soon as possible.
   - No correct primary course or first booster vaccination where required: a fine of € 280, the horse will not be allowed to compete and must leave the show ground as soon as possible. (The vaccinations must be restarted as in articles 1 and 2).
VI. ADDENDUM

Judging system with highest and lowest marks excluded

The Show organizer is allowed to use the judging system where the highest and the lowest mark for each horse is excluded and the total score is counted from the remaining marks.

The conditions to use this Judging system:

- at least 5 Judges must be in the ring,
- the system must be clearly described in the schedule
- the schedule must be approved by ECAHO (schedule to be sent to ECAHO Office at latest 3 months prior to the date of the show)

Note: This judging system is approved only for shows held during the seasons 2018 and 2019.
VII. ADDENDUM

Procedure of Affiliation priorities of ECAHO Shows

Stage A preliminary calendar (until the 31st of January)

Title and A shows only

The Organizers of all Title and A shows shall declare their planned date and send their affiliation form for the following year before the 31st of January, so the dates can be discussed and confirmed during the SC meeting at the yearly AGM, usually held in February.

After completion of the Stage A preliminary calendar at the AGM, the Executive Secretary will publish it on the ECAHO website, visible for all show organizers. The dates of A and Title shows will be blocked for all other international shows on the same continent (European or non-European).

Stage B preliminary calendar (1st of February – 30th of April)

B International shows only

After publication of the Stage A preliminary calendar, all International B Show organizers and organizers wishing to upgrade to International B Show requests can send their planned date and affiliation form to ECAHO until 30th April, respecting all blocked dates by higher level shows, so the dates can be discussed and confirmed during the next SC meeting, usually held in May.

After completion of Stage B preliminary calendar in May, the Executive Secretary will publish it on the ECAHO website, visible for all show organizers. The dates of Title and A shows will be blocked for all other international shows on the same continent (European or non-European) and the dates of B International shows will be blocked for all other international C and European shows and late affiliations of any level which may be in conflict in the opinion of the Show Commission.

If any International B Show is not affiliated by the 30th of April, it may be affiliated in the late affiliation window of Stage D 1st of September till 31st of October.

Stage C preliminary calendar (1st of May- 31st of August) C International, C European and S shows only

After publication of the Stage B preliminary calendar, all International C Show, European Show and Specific Origin Show organizers and organizers wishing to upgrade to International or European Show requests can send their planned date and affiliation form to ECAHO until 31st August, respecting all blocked dates by higher level shows, so the dates can be discussed and confirmed during the next SC meeting, usually held in September.

After completion of the Stage C preliminary calendar in September, the Executive Secretary will publish it on the ECAHO website, visible for all show organizers. The dates of Title and A will be blocked for all other international shows on the same continent (European or non-European) and the dates of all other International/European/Specific Origin shows will be blocked for all other National-, D shows and late affiliations of any level who may be conflicting by judgment of the Show Commission.

If any International C Show/European Show is not affiliated by the 31st of August, it may be affiliated in the late affiliation window of Stage C (1st of September till 31st of October).

Stage D preliminary calendar (1st of September- 31st of October)

National Shows, D Shows, Breeder’s Shows, Amateur Shows and late affiliations

After publication of the Stage C preliminary calendar, all National-, D Show, Breeders’ Show and Amateur Show organizers and late affiliation requests can send their planned date and affiliation form to ECAHO until 31st
October, respecting all blocked dates by higher level shows, so the dates can be discussed and confirmed during the
next SC meeting, usually held in November during the World Championship in Paris.

After completion of the **Stage D preliminary calendar** November, the Executive Secretary will publish it as the
**Final Show Calendar** on the ECAHO website, visible for all show organizers. **Any changes, upgrades or late
affiliations to the show calendar submitted after 31st of October may be accepted only in special
circumstances.**

**Principles of affiliation priority**

1) Category of show Title > A > B Int > C Int > Eur> S Int., …
2) History of show tradition, cooperation with ECAHO, no. of horses, incidents, …
3) Other influences, geographic, background, …
4) With extreme exception a non-affiliated show can be recognized and therefore tolerated by ECAHO as if
affiliated.
5) Any show, which is not affiliated before the 1st of November may not be affiliated for the following year.
6) Shows that are not affiliated or recognized may be black-listed.
7) No ECAHO officials may officiate at a show declared as black-listed. Those who do will be subject to
suspension.
8) Horses exhibited at a black-listed shows will not be allowed to participate at any ECAHO show for 1 year from
the date of the black listed show.
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AUSTRIA – VVÖ
(Verband der Vollblutaraberzüchter Österreich)

Mrs. Elisabeth Chat, Grub 100, 2392 Wienerwald
ph.: +43 2258 8246; mobile: +43 6601217115
e-mail: info@chat-horses.at

Mr. Ferdinand Huemer, Austroflamm-Platz 1, 4631 Krenglbach
ph.: +43 7249 46443-10 or +43 7249 46287 (pr.)
fax: +43 7249 46443-56;
e-mail: huemer@austroflamm.com

Dr. Manfred Neubacher, Suetschach 46, 9181 Feistritz/Ros
ph.: +43 4228 2440; fax: +43 4228 2440
mobile: +43 650 7284055
e-mail: m.neubacher@aon.at

BELGIUM - BAPS
(Belgisch Arabische Paardenstamboek)

Mrs. Helen Hennekens-van Nes, Molenstraat 84,
2960 Brecht
ph.: +32 3313 6996; fax: +32 3313 4884
mobile: +31 653 855575
e-mail: helen@flaxman.nl

Mrs. Christine Jamar-Demeersseman, Berkensingel
24, 2490 Balen
phone: +32 1481 2462; fax: +32 1481 2422
mobile: +32 475 702302
e-mail: info@christine-jamar.be

Mrs. Nelly Philippot-Hermanne, Harus du Moirmonay, 6870 Arville
mobile: +32 496 304401, fax: +32 6161 1421
e-mail: moirmonay@skynet.be

CZECH REPUBLIC – ACHPAK
(Asociace chovatelů plnokrevných arabských koní)

Mr. Jaroslav Lacina, ACHPAK CR, P.O. Box 60,
46001 Liberec 1
ph./fax: +420 485133828, mobile: +420 602411186
e-mail: achipak.cr@tiscali.cz

DENMARK - DSAH
(Dansk Selskab for Arabisk Hesteavl)

Mrs. Marianne Tengstedt, BendikSENSvej 3,
6740 Bramming
ph.: +45 75 170172; mobile: +45 26 215173
e-mail: marianne@tengstedt-arabians.dk

EGYPT – EAO
(Egyptian Agricultural Organisation)

Mr. Ali Shaarawi, 3A Mohamed Mazhar, 11211 Zamalek, Cairo, mobile: +20 100 5430922
e-mail: A37@shaarawiarabians.com

EGYPT – EAHBA
(Egyptian Arabian Horse Breeders Association)

Mr. Raouf Abbas, 8 Zahrat Al lotas St., Hadaek Al Ahram, Cairo
mobile: +20 12 22101558 or +20 11 17777997
fax: +20 2 33767366
e-mail: rabbas@link.net

FRANCE – ACA
(Association Française du Cheval Arabe)

Mrs. Christianne Chazel, La Masselle, 30170 St. Hippolyte du Fort
ph.: +33 674 513448; fax: +33 466 776998
mobile: +33 674 513448
e-mail: chazel.c@gmail.com

Mr. Xavier Guibert, 9 rue Edouard Vaillant, 87000 Limoges
ph.: +33 6 80671090
e-mail: xavier.guibert1@gmail.com

Mr. Richard Pihlström, 30 boulevard Georges Bizet 13200 Arles
mobile: +33 610273582
e-mail: richardpihlstrom@gmail.com

Mr. Marc Veray, Château de Saint Anselme, Chemin du Mas d’Anselme, 13690 Graveson
ph.: +33 490 957596, mobile: +33 663 337474
e-mail: marcveray@harasdugreou.com

GERMANY – VZAP
(Verband der Züchter und Freunde des Arabischen Pferdes)

Mrs. Claudia Darius, Binsfelder Str. 346, 52351 Düren
ph.: +49 2421 770693; fax: +49 2421 770692
mobile: +49 177 7777420
e-mail: cd@darius-arabians.com

Mrs. Sylvie Eberhardt, Konrad-Adenauer-Str. 8, 66346 Püttlingen-Saar
ph.: +49 6898 690690; fax: +49 6898 66467
mobile: +49 172 6822222
e-mail: sylvie-eberhardt@gmx.de
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Mr. Manfred Hain, Koppelow 36, 18292 Hoppenrade;
ph.: +49 38451 70884; fax: +49 38451 77884
e-mail: heike.hain@t-online.de

Mr. Holger Ismer, Tierparkstrasse 43, 49419 Wagenfeld-Ströhen
ph.: +49 5774505; fax: +49 5774 1088;
e-mail: info@ismer-stud.com

Mr. Mark Ismer, Rickerstr. 17, 49419 Wagenfeld-Ströhen
ph.: +49 171 9385523; e-mail: mark.ismer@web.de

Dr. Nikolaus Jung, Am Osterbuch 10, 73326 Deggingen
ph.: +49 7334 4332; fax: +49 7334 3537
mobile: +49 171 9385523
e-mail: NC.jung@t-online.de

GREAT BRITAIN – AHS
(Arab Horse Society)

Mr. Hassanain Al-Nakeeb, Harefield Park, Main Street,
Westley Waterless, Newmarket CB8 0GG
ph.: +44 7788 914713
e-mail: Hassanain@msn.com

Dr. Mary Bancroft, Water Farm, Raydon, Ipswich;
Suffolk; IP7 5LW;
ph.: +44 1473 310407; mobile: +44 7770 692094
e-mail: marybancroft@msn.com

Mrs. Annette Dixon, Cantsfield Hall, Cantsfield,
Carnforth LA6 2QT
ph.: +44 1524 274267; fax: +44 1524 274267
mobile: +44 7808 256226
e-mail: dixon.annette@hotmail.co.uk

Mrs. Ann Green, Bluestone Farm, South Cleave,
Fakenham, Norfolk, NR21 9LY
ph.: +44 (0)7803128235
e-mail: ann.green.d@gmail.com

Mrs. Joanne Lowe, Pinley Abbey, Pinley Green,
Claverdon Warwick, CV35 8ND
ph.: +44 1926 842280; fax: +44 1926 842546
mobile: +44 77 40023452
e-mail: joannelowe51@gmail.com

Mrs. Charlotte Rowell, Cross Dermond, Penalt,
Monmouth Monmouthshire NP25 4AP
phone: +44 1600 713794; fax: +44 1291 621991
mobile: +44 7973 797321
e-mail: cv.rowell@gmail.com

HUNGARY – MALE
(Magyarországi Arablótenyésztők Egyesülete)

Mr. Tamás Rombauer, Pf. 29, 2943 Bábolna
ph.: +36 34 222555, fax: +36 34 568086
mobile: +36 20 936 9836
e-mail: rombauern55@gmail.com or info@arablo.hu

ITALY – ANICA
(Associazione Nazionale Italiana Cavallo Arabo)

Mrs. Maria Annaratone Ferraroni, Via Savagna 44/C,
16035 Rapallo (GE)
ph.: +39 0185 261628; fax: +39 0185 261628
mobile: +39 338 4105850
e-mail: ferraronimaria@gmail.com

Dr. Gianmarco Aragno, Loc. Breolungi 8, 12084 Mondovi (CN)
ph.: +39 0174 61369; fax: +39 0174 40337
mobile: +39 335 420200
e-mail: gianmarcoaragno@gmail.com

Ing. Marco Pittaluga, Via della Faeta 20, 00030 San Cesareo – Roma
ph.: +39 06958 7203; mobile: +39 348 3318019
e-mail: m.pittaluga@inwind.it or m.pittaluga1952@gmail.com

Mr. Christian Moschini, Corso Gramsci 173,
51100 Pistoia
ph.: +39 0573 570171; mobile: +39 335 1250732
e-mail: info@cavalliarabi.it

Mr. Pierluigi Rota, Via degli Alpini 51, 24018 Villa D’Almé (BG)
ph.: +39 035 541636; fax: +39 035 541636
mobile: +39 335 6003950
e-mail: rotapg@libero.it

Dr. Francesco Santoro, Via Borneo 25, 00144 Roma
ph./fax: +39 06591 3526
mobile: +39 335 6603368
e-mail: frasera@lafrasera.com

Mr. Fausto Scanzi, Via Foresto No. 2, 24018 Villa d’Alme (BG)
ph.: +39 035 543693; fax: +39 035 541698
mobile: +39 335 6147289
e-mail: faustino.scanzi@icloud.com

JORDAN – RJEF
(Royal Jordanian Equestrian Federation)

H.R.H. Princess Alia Al Hussein, Royal Palace, 11100 Amman
ph.: +962 6 5813728; fax: +962 6 5350250 (stable), +962 6 5343124 (pr.); mobile: +962 0) 795557777
e-mail: aliaalhussein99@aol.com
MOROCCO – ARMECPSA
(Association Royale Marocaine des Eleveurs de Chevaux Pur Sang Arabes)

Dr. Abderrazak Hmidani, Villa n. 137, Lotissement Al Mansour, Meknès
ph.: +212 661254573; mobile: +212 535468928
e-mail: abderrazakhmidani@gmail.com

Dr. Abdelouahed Maagoul, 5 Residence Toudgha 1, Temara Plage, 12000 Harhoura
ph.: +212 537 623612; mobile: +212 661818351
e-mail: a_maagoul@yahoo.fr

Dr. Mohamed Machmoun, P.O. Box : 552 , Rabat Chellah
ph./fax: +212 537744344; mobile: +212 661373283
e-mail: anismach@yahoo.fr

Dr. Mohamed Oussidhoum, Haras National d´El Jadida, P.O. Box 72, El Jadida
mobile: +212 661 109214
e-mail: oussidhoum1266@gmail.com

THE NETHERLANDS – AVS
(Vereniging Arabische Volbloedpaarden Stamboek in Nederland)

Mr. Cedes Bakker, Johan Roeberstraat 29, 7415 NA Deventer
mobile: +31 6 46767075
e-mail: cedebakker@t-mobilethuis.nl

Dr. Ton Hulshof, Rhijnauwenwelaan 1, 3981 HH Bunnik
ph.: +31 30 2290877; fax: +31 30 2253118
mobile: +31 653 833691
e-mail: hulshof-meekes@planet.nl

POLAND – KOWR
Krajowy Ośrodek Wsparcia Rolnictwa

Mr. Jerzy Bielobok, 28-411 Michalów nr.148 A
mobile: +48 601 936 926
e-mail: j.bielobok52@gmail.com

Mr. Wladyslaw Guziuk, Nowe Wronska 36A, 09-142 Zaluzki
ph.: +48 23 6619412; fax: +48 23 6619410
mobile: +48 606 288336
e-mail: w.guziuk@wp.pl

Mrs. Anna Stojanowska, Hoza 43/49 m 139, 00-681 Warsaw
mobile: +48 502 542183
e-mail: astojanowska@op.pl

Dr. Marek Trela, Royal Stables, Amman, Jordan
mobile: +48 695 200 580
e-mail: marek.trela@gmail.com

POLAND – PZHKA
(Polski Związek Hodowców Konia Arabskich)

Mr. Tomasz Tarczynski, Senatorska 6, 05-660 Warka
ph.: +48 601 975910
e-mail: t.tarczynski@post.pl

RUSSIA – NOAL
(National Arabian Horse Society of Russia)

Mrs. Irina Stigler, Uliza Iasenevaia 10-2, Moscow
ph.: +39 031 970081, mobile: +39 339 6968562
e-mail: info@stiglerstud.com

SPAIN – AECCA
(Asociación Española de Criadores de Caballos Árabes)

Mrs. Cristina Valdés y Colon de Carvajal, Apartado No. 5, La Fuente De San Esteban, 37200 Salamanca
mobile: +34 629 119142
e-mail: valjuanete@hotmail.com

SWEDEN – SAHF
(Svenska Arabhästföreningen)

Mrs. Cecilia Bourhardt, Villa Solliden, Bassöngsbacken, 42943 Särö
ph.: +46 31 936852; fax: +46 31 936296;
mobile: +46 708 156136
e-mail: medalj@swipnet.se

Mrs. Ann Nordén, Spargodt Est., 26022 Tågarp
ph.: +46 418 50014; fax: +46 418 50035
mobile: +46 70 5465067
e-mail: ann.norden@telia.com

SWITZERLAND – SZAP
(Schweizer Zuchtgenossenschaft für Arabische Pferde)

Mr. Urs Aeschbacher, Nile Arabian Stud, Hauts Tiérdoz 10, 1683 Brenles/Vd
ph.: +41 21 9051178; fax: +41 21 9051178
mobile: +41 79 4672223
e-mail: info@nile-arabians.com

Dr. h.c. Nayla Hayek, Expohof, 8165 Schleinikon
ph.: +41 44 8560995; fax: +41 44 8750255
e-mail: info@hanaya.ch

Mrs. Renata Schibler, Rütlistrasse 1, 4051 Basel
mobile: +41 79 3893455
e-mail: schibler.r@bluewin.ch
SYRIA – SAHA
(Syrian Arab Horse Association)

Mr. Basil Jadaan, P.O. Box 6041, Damascus
ph.: +963 11 3444446 (office) or +963 11 3910919
fax: +963 11 3444448; mobile: +963 94 4210106
e-mail: b.jadaan@mail.sy, b.jadaan@ses-net.org or
b.jadaan@hotmail.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – EAHS
(Emirates Arab Horse Society)

Ms. Deirdre Hyde, P.O. Box 137219, Al Rahba Post
Office, Abu Dhabi United Arab Emirates
mobile: +971 50 6151730
e-mail: hydedgeirdre@gmail.com

Please note: All Officials are listed under their
National Organization (ECAHO Member), regardless
of their nationality or country of residence. Show
Organizers are requested to list them
under the country as given above.

Please inform the Executive Secretary immediately
of any changes in your contact details, preferably
by e-mail.

Zuzana Slavičková, Exec. Sec. of ECAHO,
Na Blatech 242, CZ-27711 Libis, Czech Republic
ph.: +420 602 876 396,
e-mail: zuzana.slavikova@ecaho.org
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BELGIUM – BAPS
(Belgisch Arabische Paardenstamboek)

Mr. Koenraad Detailleur, Goudenhoofdstraat 11, 8630 Veurne
ph.: +32 58 299730; fax: +32 58 287345
mobile: +32 498 356426
e-mail: koenraad.detailleur@skynet.be

Mr. Josy Everars, Elderenstraat 57, 3700 Tongeren,
ph.: +32 12 263133, mobile: +32 477 202568
e-mail: josy@nesj-arabians.com

Mrs. Bérengère Fayt, Rue de la Montagne 18, 5563 Hour
ph.: +32 495 122198
e-mail: info@faber-arabians.be

DENMARK – DSAH
(Dansk Selskab for Arabisk Hesteavl)

Mr. Peter Birch, Holmevej 5, 7700 Thisted
ph.: +45 212 26327
e-mail: peterbrch98@gmail.com

EGYPT – EAHBA
(Egyptian Arabian Horse Breeders Association)

Mr. Ahmed Abdelrazek, 29 Ahmed Heshmat Street,
Zamalek, Cairo
ph./fax: +20 2 33767366, mobile: 002 01001080236
mobile: 002 012 22103015
e-mail: razik@link.net, razik77@hotmail.com

Mr. Nashaat Hegazy, Diaa Street from El Haram,
Gizeh, Cairo
ph./fax: +20 2 35877094, mobile: +20 12 22172157
e-mail: nashaathegazy@hotmail.com

EGYPT – EAO
(Egyptian Agricultural Organisation)

Mr. Ahmed Hamza, 12, Elkawther st., Dokki, Cairo
ph.: +2 01222 116968
e-mail: ahmedshamza@yahoo.com

FRANCE – ACA
(Association Française du Cheval Arabe)

Mr. Guy de Fontaines, 25 Avenue des Cottages, 92340 Bourg la Reine
ph.: +33 146 602892, mobile: +33 625 541675
e-mail: guy.defontaines@wanadoo.fr

Mr. Regis Huet, 4, Chemin des Dourneaux, 33370 Salleboeuf
ph.: +33 608 674372; fax: +33 557 940378
mobile : +33 5 56 774545
e-mail: regis@sarlmbd.fr

GERMANY – VZAP
(Verband der Züchter und Freunde des Arabischen Pferdes)

Dr. Jürgen Müller, Weidenweg 7, 16845 Neustadt/Dosse
ph.: +49 33970 50290; fax: +49 33970 502922
mobile: +49 172 6766708
e-mail: dr.juergenmueller@gmx.de

Mr. Burchard Schröder, Hauptstr. 22, 21717 Deinste
ph.: +49 4149 8917, mobile: +49 170 9366886
e-mail: deinste@t-online.de

Mrs. Michaela Weidner, Fassmannsreuth 16, 91111 Rehau,
ph.: +49 9294 6171, fax: +49 9294 942188
mobile: +49 171 2220090
e-mail: michaelaweidner@hotmail.com

GREAT BRITAIN – AHS
(Arab Horse Society)

Mrs. Frances Atkinson, Cullinghurst Arabian Stud,
Heath Farm, Stow Bedon, Norfolk, NR171D
ph.: +44 1953 498790, mobile: +44 7887 653908
e-mail: cullinghurst1@gmail.com

Mrs. Barbara Cary, Writh Farm, Pyle, Shepton Mallet
Somerset, BA4 6TF
ph.: +44 1749 860438; fax: +44 1749 860438
mobile: +44 7850 508522
e-mail: alan.carie@ukgateway.net

Mrs. Janet Court, Nook Cottage, Silloth, Wigton,
Cumbria CA7 4LG
ph.: +44 1900 881031; fax: +44 1900 881031
mobile: +44 7799 143553
e-mail: janetcourt@aol.com
Mr. Emrys Jones, Llwynbedw Farm, Fairfach, Llandeilo, Dyfed, Wales SA19 6TF
ph.: +44 1558 823405; mobile: +44 781 4622892
e-mail: llbedw@gmail.com

Mrs. Sue Woodhouse, Angle Farm, Glassenberry Road, Cranbrook; Kent; TN17 2QJ
ph.: +44 1580 712157; fax: +44 1580 712157
e-mail: suewoodhouse@tiscali.co.uk

I.R. IRAN – IRIEF
(Equestrian Federation of Iran)

Mrs. Sharzad Amir Aslani, Shahراك Gharb- Khayam Tower, Apt.18 A, Tehran,
ph.: +98 21 65581072, mobile: +98 912 1266023
e-mail: lahabeh1989@gmail.com

Mr. Soheil Sanati, Dr. Sanati Mortaz Hospital, Kashani Ave, Yazd
ph.: +98 913 1512416 or +98 353 5268836
e-mail: soheilsanati121@gmail.com

ISRAEL – IAHS
(Israel Arab Horse Society)

Mrs. Chen Kedar, Ariela Arabians, Moshav Beni Zion, 60910
mobile: +972 52 3399175
e-mail: ariela.arabians@gmail.com

ITALY – ANICA
(Associazione Nazionale Italiana Cavallo Arabo)

Mrs. Angelica Farenksi, c/o Ivo Ludi, Via Lisbona 9, 46019 Viadana (MN)
ph.: +49 9972 300445; mobile: +49 160 94983913
e-mail: angelikaelzaid@gmail.com

KUWAIT – Bait Al Arab
(Bait Al Arab)

Mr. Klaus Beste, Arabian Horse Center Bait Al Arab State Stud, Kuwait City / Kneter Sand 3, 26197 Grossenkeneten, Germany
ph.: +965 99429726
ph.: +49 1724525239
e-mail: beste_ger@hotmail.com

LIBYA – LAHBS
(Libyan Arab Horse Breeders Society)

Dr. Nuri Said Wafa, P.O. Box 81399, Tripoli
ph.: +218 91 4040476
e-mail: vet.saidwafa@yahoo.com

MOROCCO – ARMECPASA
(Association Royale Marocaine des Eleveurs de Chevaux Pur Sang Arabes)

Mr. Omar Khatib, Raoud El Andalous, Im.Cadix - Appt. no. 10, Rabat-Souissi
fax: +212 537 632317; mobile: +212 661 136627
e-mail: khatibom@hotmail.com

THE NETHERLANDS – AVS
(Vereniging Arabische Volbloedpaarden Stamboek in Nederland)

Mr. Robbie den Hartog, Ostdijk 19, 1461 DR Zuidoostbeemster
ph.: +31 (0) 299681231, fax: +31 (0) 299687012
mobile: +31 (0) 653247364
e-mail: info@kossack.com

Mr. Gideon Reisel, Van Nijenrodeweg 320, 1082 GB Amsterdam
mobile: +31 620 441499
e-mail: gideonreisel@gmail.com

Mrs. Karin Zeevenhoven, Darlatener Weg 16, 49419 Wagenfeld Ströhen, Germany
ph.: +49 5774 9979747, mobile:+49 176 39567759
e-mail: karin.zeevenhoven@t-online.de

NORWAY – NAHF
(Norsk Araberhestforening)

Mr. Tom Husebye, Kjenneveien 24, 1621 Gressvik
ph.: +47 6933 8919; mobile: +47 90 990463
e-mail: tommy.h@online.no

PALESTINE – PEF
(Palestinian Equestrian Federation)

Mr. Sufian Taha, P.O Box 21817, East Jerusalem
mobile: +972 545696711
fax: +972 26565531
e-mail: sufiantaha@yahoo.com

POLAND – PZHKA
(Polski Związek Hodowców Koni Arabskich)

Mr. Lucas Gozdziłski, Rzadka Wola Parcele 44A, 87-880 Brześć Kujawski,
mobile: +48 666 961 961
e-mail: lucasgozdziłski@gmail.com
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POLAND – KOWR
Krajowy Ośrodek Wsparcia Rolnictwa
Ms. Alicja Poszepczyńska, Chrcynno 113, 05-190 Nasielsk
ph.: +48 697 716766
e-mail: alicja_poszepczynska@chrcynno-palac.pl
Mrs. Anna Stefaniuk, Stadnina Koní Janów Podlaski, 21-505 Janów Podlaski
ph.: +48 83 3413009; fax: +48 83 3413360
e-mail: astefaniuk1@gmail.com

SPAIN – AECCA
(Associación Española de Criadores de Caballos Arabes)
Dr. Pilar Cavero Pino, C/ Del Mar 13-1ºB, 43890 Hospitalet de l´infant, Tarragona
mobile: +34 654 938728
e-mail: pilaralqamar@yahoo.com
Mr. Carmelo Zaragoza Gimenez, Gran Paseo de Ronda 157, 10th floor, 25008 Lleida
mobile: +34 638 277 240
e-mail: carmelozaragoza@hotmail.com

SWEDEN – SAHF
(Svenska Arabhästföreningen)
Mr. Pekka Paakkonen, Rörvall, Pl 4325, 45491 Brastad
ph.: +46 523 47476; fax: +46 70 6215463
e-mail: rorvall@hotmail.com
Mrs. Gitte Storgaard, Stanstorp 308, 24391 Höör
ph.: +46 709491657
e-mail: adamas2011@hotmail.com

SWITZERLAND – SZAP
(Schweizer Zuchtgenossenschaft für Arabische Pferde)
Mr. Ferdinand Schwesternmann, Eichweidstr. 7A, 8820 Waedenswil
ph.: +41 44 7800120, fax: +41 44 7800129
mobile: +41 79 4026253
e-mail: fs@schwesternmannconsultancy.ch
Dr. med.vet. Thomas Stohler, Gewerbestrasse 4, 4105 Biel-Benken
ph.: +41 61 7221010, fax: +41 61 7221011
mobile: +41 79 3670900
e-mail: thomas_stohler@yahoo.de

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – EAHS
(Emirates Arab Horse Society)
Mr. Bruce McCrea, Al Mohamadia Arabian Horse Stud, Riyadh, KSA
mobile: +966 50 4445043
e-mail: b_kmccrea@yahoo.com
Mrs. Karin McCrea, 2716 Mesquite Ln, Edmond, OK 13034, USA
mobile: +966 50 6420123
e-mail: b_kmccrea@yahoo.com

Please note: All Officials are listed under their National Organization (ECAHO Member), regardless of their nationality or country of residence. Show Organizers are requested to list them under the country as given above.

Please inform the Executive Secretary immediately of any changes in your contact details, preferably by e-mail.

Zuzana Slavíková, Exec. Sec. of ECAHO,
Na Blatech 242, 27711 Libis, Czech Republic
ph.: +420 602 876 396,
e-mail: zuzana.slavikova@ecaho.org
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## AUSTRIA – VVÖ
*(Verband der Vollblutaraberzüchter Österreich)*

Mrs. Elisabeth Chat, Grub 100, 2392 Wienerwald  
ph.: +43 2258 8246  
e-mail: info@chat-horses.at

## BELGIUM – BAPS
*(Belgisch Arabische Paardenstamboek)*

Mr. Gijs Eggink, Augustijnelei 203, Box 3002, 2930 Brasschaat  
ph.: +32 3 658 9757, mobile: +32 475 865434  
e-mail: eggink.gijs@gmail.com

## DENMARK – DSAH
*(Dansk Selskab for Arabisk Hesteavl)*

Mrs. Line Brunsgaard, Hedehusevej 18, 8600 Silkeborg  
ph.: +45 86 869142, mobile: +45 24 200255  
e-mail: line.brunsgaard@gmail.com

## GERMANY – VZAP
*(Verband der Züchter und Freunde des Arabischen Pferdes)*

Mr. Peter Hegemann, Warsow 22, 17154 Neukalen  
ph.: +49 39956 20536; fax: +49 39956 20536  
e-mail: cpc-hegemann@t-online.de  
Dr. med. vet. Nils Ismer, Tierparkstrasse 43, 49419 Ströhen  
ph.: +49 5774505, mobile: +49 171 2063368  
e-mail: ismer@ismer-stud.com  
Mrs. Gudrun Waiditschka, Entenstrasse 20, 73765 Neuenhausen/F.  
ph.: +49 7158 67141; fax: +49 7158 65152  
e-mail: gwaiditschka@in-the-focus.com  
Mrs. Kerstin Wisniowski, Friedrichstrasse 52, 76351 Linkenheim-Hochstetten  
ph.: +49 (0)7247 954540; fax: +49 (0)7247 9545415; mobile: +49 1702152117  
e-mail: wisniowski@w-s-law.de

## GREAT BRITAIN – AHS
*(Arab Horse Society)*

Mrs. Julia Bridges, The Wallage, Turners Hill Road, Crawley Down, Sussex RH10 4EY  
ph.: +44 1342 714500; fax: +44 1342 714500;  
mobile: +44 780 1909986  
e-mail: julieb99@btinternet.com

## I.R. IRAN – IRIEF
*(Equestrian Federation of Iran)*

Mr. Farhang Fazeli, P.O.Box 31375-1471, Mehrvila, Karaj  
ph.: +98 261 3407568; mobile: +98 912 2600061  
e-mail: ihp.fazeli@gmail.com  
e-mail: ceo@iranhorse.net

## ITALY – ANICA
*(Associazione Nazionale Italiana Cavallo Arabo)*

Dr. med. vet. Laura Mascagna, Via del Castagno N. 8, 00066 Manziana (Roma)  
ph.: +39 349 5629639; fax: +39 06 9964404  
e-mail: vetlaura@yahoo.it

## MOROCCO – ARMECPSA
*(Association Royale Marocaine des Eleveurs de Chevaux Pur Sang Arabes)*

Dr. vet. Malak Benamar, Haras de Bouznika, B.P. 52, 13100 Bouznika  
ph./fax: +212 37745666; mobile: +212 06139 0002  
e-mail: doc.malak@gmail.com

## POLAND – KOWR
*Krajowy Ośrodek Wsparcia Rolnictwa*

Mrs. Agnieszka Pilecka, Krynice 65, 16-002 Dobrzyniewo  
ph./fax: +48 85 743600; mobile: +48 602 369140  
e-mail: apilecka6@wp.pl
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SPAIN – AECCA
(Asociación Española de Criadores de Caballos Árabes)

Tte. Santiago Fernández Bermejo, c/Maldonado,
65-Bajo A, 28006 Madrid
ph.: +34 915643476 or 3334 646848069
e-mail: librogenealogico@aecca.com

SWEDEN – SAHF
(Svenska Arabhästföreningen)

Mrs. Elisabeth Nilsson, Rutsbo, 26194 Annelöv
ph.: +46 418 43 3333, fax: +46 418 474430
mobile: +46 70 9448262
e-mail: bissen_rutsbo@hotmail.com

SWITZERLAND - SZAP
(Schweizer Zuchtgenossenschaft für Arabische Pferde)

Mrs. Barbara Pfistner, Johannes-Hirt-Strasse 20a,
8804 Au (ZH)
ph.: +41 44 8502101, mobile: +41 79 4457374
e-mail: barbara.pfistner@bluewin.ch
Dr. med. vet. Thomas Stohler, Gewerbestrasse 4,
4105 Benken
ph: +41 61 7221010; fax: +41 61 7221011
e-mail: thomas_stohler@yahoo.de

Please note: All Officials are listed under their National Organization (ECAHO Member), regardless of their nationality or country of residence. Show Organizers are requested to list them under the country as given above.

Please inform the Executive Secretary immediately of any changes in your contact details, preferably by e-mail.

Zuzana Slavíková, Exec. Sec. of ECAHO,
Na Blatech 242, 27711 Libis, Czech Republic
ph.: +420 602 876 396,
e-mail: zuzana.slavikova@ecaho.org
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BELGIUM – BAPS
(Belgisch Arabische Paardenstamboek)

Mrs. Helen Hennekens-van Nes, Molenstraat 84, 2960 Brecht
ph.: +32 3313 6996; fax: +32 3313 4884
mobile: +31 653 855575
e-mail: helen@flaxman.nl

Mr. Bart Beekers, Dieperstraat 35a, 2230 Herselt
ph.: +32 14544175
mobile: +32 475241387
e-mail: bart@vdbarabians.com

Mrs. Ils van Dun, Eendepoelstraat 33, 3850 Kozen
ph.: +32 488 690 536
e-mail: ilsvandun@gmail.com

DENMARK – DSAH
(Dansk Selskab for Arabisk Hesteavl)

Dr. med. vet. Patricia Hass Pilborg, Vester Feldborgvej 10, 7500 Holstebro
ph.: +45 40 834504
e-mail: patricia@equipagen.dk

EGYPT – EAO
(Egyptian Agricultural Organisation)

Dr. Med. Vet. Mohammed Hammad, 94 S, Hadbeh El Haram, Gate no. 4, flat no 6, Haram, Giza
ph.: +20 1002017114
e-mail: mohammedhammad2001@hotmail.com

Dr. med. vet. Tharwat Hussein, Charlottenstraße 22, Heuberg, 74629 Pfeldelbach, Germany
ph.: +49 152 34254499,
e-mail: elhassandvm@hotmail.com

Dr. med. vet. Mohamed Mohsen, 149, Emtdedat Ramsis 2, Nasr City, Cairo
ph.: +20 1114100449
e-mail: mohamed_mohssen@hotmail.com

Mr. Mohammed Bedair Sameh, Arab Al Remala, Belbees – Sharkaia
ph.: +20 12 5796392
e-mail: samehbedair@hotmail.com

Mrs. Asmaa Shaltout, 5300 Hackberry lane, Sacramento city, California (CA), zip code 95841, USA
e-mail: asmaashaltout@yahoo.com

Mrs. Omneia Tawfeek Elsherief, 333 Enlarges 1, 5th settlement, New Cairo
ph.: +20 10 27763385
e-mail: omniatawfeek46@gmail.com

FRANCE – ACA
(Association Française du Cheval Arabe)

Mr. Jean-Bernard Kupaj, 40, Plateau Saint Salvadou, 8100 Albi
ph.: + 33 686 445 632, + 33 563 453 719
e-mail: jean-bernard.kupaj@orange.fr
e-mail: jean-bernard.kupaj@themelia.fr

Mr. Daniel Souppat, Les Echandols, 07600 Vals les Bains
ph.: +33 685 205101, fax: +33 475 457916
e-mail: danielsouppat@orange.fr

Mr. Bertrand Valette, Le Mas de Lafon, 81640 Le Segur
ph.: +33 563 761463; mobile: +33 613 627018
e-mail: info@masdelafon.fr

Mrs. Christine Valette, Le Mas de Lafon, 81640 Le Segur
mobile: +33 614 267222
e-mail: info@masdelafon.fr

GERMANY – VZAP
(Verband der Züchter und Freunde des Arabischen Pferdes)

Mrs. Reinhild Moritz, Gestüt Kauber Platte, 5643 Kaub
ph.: +49 163 4007325
e-mail: reinhild.moritz@t-online.de

GREAT BRITAIN – AHS
(Arab Horse Society)

Mrs. Deborah Alderson, Stowford Hill, Brentor, Tavistock, Devon, PL19 0NH
ph.: + 44 1822 860799
e-mail: deborah.alderson@tiscali.co.uk

Mrs. Christiana Bennett, Ibn Stables, High Street, Amotherby, GB- Malton YO17 6TL
ph.: +44 7739 338111; mobile: +44 7739 338111
e-mail: tina@aklaharabians.co.uk

Ms. Jill Cameron, 14 Wellington Road, Harrow Middlesex, HA3 5SE
ph.: +44 7504 043148, +44 2089 301478
e-mail: j31cam@hotmail.com

Mrs. Susan Little, Tremaddock Farm, St. Neot, Liskeard, Cornwall, P414 GNP
ph.: +44 1579 320495
e-mail: nayrillastud@aol.com
Mrs. Elaine Mann, 42 Wood Green, Castleford, West Yorkshire, WF10 5PH  
ph.: +44 1977 517897; mobile: +44 7949 317731  
e-mail: elainemann@yahoo.co.uk

Mrs. Susan Murphy, Vaynor Farm, Llechryd, Cardigan, Pembs, SA43 2PN  
ph.: +44 1239 682316  
e-mail: vaynorfarm@btinternet.com

I. R. IRAN – IAA  
(Iran Asil Association)

Ms. Shirin Salartash, No 17, 2nd floor, 20th Street Kooye Nasr (Gisha), Tehran  
ph.: +98 910 6612974  
e-mail: yeldizsh@gmail.com

ISRAEL – IAHS  
(Israel Arab Horse Society)

Mr. Hamud Hamudly, P.O. Box 542, Zur Mosche 42810  
ph.: +972 9 8943501, fax: +972 050 2060755  
e-mail: a_s_@netvision.co.il

Mr. Rida Naser El Din, P.O. Box 542, Zur Mosche 42810  
ph.: +972 9 8943501; fax: +972 050 2060755  
e-mail: a_s_@netvision.co.il

ITALY – ANICA  
(Associazione Nazionale Italiana Cavallo Arabo)

Mr. Roberto Ceccaroni, loc. Borgo II, 23, 06044  
Castel Ritaldi  
mobile: +39 338 4879657  
e-mail: magnificoo@hotmail.com

Mrs. Barbara Raso, Via Loc. Serro 7, 19016 Monterosso Al Mare  
ph.: +39 (0)187817136, mobile: +39 3395314742  
e-mail: babi.r@libero.it

Dr. Vet. Gianpaolo Teobaldelli, Via Paradiso 6, 06012  
Città di Castello  
mobile: +39 335 5268652; fax: +39 075 8552045  
e-mail: gianpaolo.teobaldelli@alice.it

Mrs. Serenella Zerbini Santoro, Via Borneo 25, 00144 Roma  
ph./fax: +39 06591 3526  
e-mail: frasera@lafrasera.it

JORDAN – RJEF  
(Royal Jordanian Equestrian Federation)

Mrs. Simona Bishouty, P.O. Box 1344, 11118 Amman  
ph.: +962 777369494  
e-mail: introver@yahoo.com

HH Sharifa Sarra Ghazi Nasser, P.O.Box 691  
Amman 11941  
ph./fax: +962 65340407  
mobile: +962 795532555  
e-mail: sarra@princessaliafoundation.org

MOROCCO – ARMECPSA  
(Association Royale Marocaine des Eleveurs de Chevaux Pur Sang Arabes)

Dr. vet. Ali-Younés Abbasy, Haras Régional de la Kasbah, B.P. 52, Bouznika  
mobile: +212 661 487500  
e-mail: abbsayali@yahoo.fr

Mr. Abbass El Hamri, Station de Monte Equine de Guercif, P.B. 351, Guercif  
mobile: +212 661 313012  
e-mail: abbsassinou@yahoo.fr

Mr. Zakarya Fihi, Haras Regional et Jumenterie de Meknes, zitoune Meknès  
mobile: +212 661 563521  
e-mail: samsad6@gmail.com

Dr. Mohamed Seghrouchni, Residence Semiramis, IMB 10, Appt. 14, Sale  
mobile: +212 662 109764  
e-mail: vteri@hotmail.fr

Dr. Abderrahim Zejjari, Société Royale d’Encouragement du Cheval, 8 Imm. Yamama, Nahda II, 10210 Rabat  
ph.: +212 661 916525  
e-mail 1: azzejari@sorec.ma  
e-mail 2: abderrahim@zejjari.com

THE NETHERLANDS – AVS  
(Vereniging Arabische Volbloedpaarden Stamboek in Nederland)

Mr. Johan De Mooij, Barentzstraat 54, 2161 TM Lisse  
ph.: +31 252 410273, +31 630 529333  
fax: +31 10 4620623  
e-mail: j.demooij@casema.nl

Dr. vet. Beatrice Scheltema, Gieterweg 16, 9462 TE Gasselte  
ph.: +31 599565775, +31 653707199  
e-mail: bescheltema@planet.nl

Mrs. Vivian D. van Eerten, Al Shaqab Stud, PO Box 90055 Doha, Qatar  
ph.: +31(0) 654398226, +974 50129944  
e-mail: veerten@qf.org.q
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NORWAY – NAHF
(Norsk Araberhestforening)

Mrs. Anne Synnøve Bakken, Jakslandveien 81, 3440 Røyken
ph.: +47 91712878
e-mail: anne.s.bakken@gmail.com
Ms. Christine Keyser, Sørkedalen 884, 0758 OSLO, ph.: +47 957 44399
e-mail: sekretar@araberhest.no

POLAND – KOWR
Krajowy Ośrodek Wsparcia Rolnictwa

Mrs. Irena Cieslak, ul. Pradzynskiego 15, 05-480 Karczew
ph.: +48 606 452456
e-mail: gidranka@gmail.com
Mrs. Barbara Mazur, Al.Wyscigowa 4-B/84, 02-681 Warsaw
ph.: +48 4822 857744; fax: +48 4822 857747
e-mail: biuro@polturf.pl

POLAND – PZHKA
(Polski Związek Hodowców Koni Arabskich)

Mr. Mateusz Leniewicz-Jaworski, Mokotowska 67/62 Street, 00530 Warsaw, Poland
ph.: +48 785259744
e-mail: m.jaworski7@wp.pl
Mrs. Alicja Poszepczyńska, Chrzanow 113, 05-190 Nasielsk
ph.: +48 697 716766
e-mail: Alicja_Poszepczynska@Chrcynno-Palac.pl

SAUDI ARABIA – KAAHC
(King Abdul Aziz Arabian Horse Center)

Mr. Turki Al Muqbel, P.O.Box 33840, Riyadh 11458
ph.: +966 555219557
e-mail: turki-567@hotmail.com
Dr. med. vet. Bassem Badr, P.O.Box 33840, 11458 Dirab, Riyadh
ph.: +966 533 100 309
e-mail: bassem_surgeon@hotmail.com
Mr. Obada Ahmad Zabadi, P.O.Box 33840, 11458 Dirab, Riyadh
ph.: +966 56 6229 226
e-mail: obadah_911@hotmail.com

SPAIN – AECCA
(Asociación Española de Criadores de Caballos Árabes)

Mr. Luis Miguel Rodriguez Barreda, Avenida Principal de Añaza, N° 25, Santa Cruz de Tenerife
ph.: +34 609 008721
fax: +34 922 293908
e-mail: lumiroba@msn.com

SWEDEN – SAHF
(Svenska Arabhästföreningen)

Mrs. Madeleine Haag, Stenängen 638, 73273 Fellingsbro
ph.: +46 581 630 159, mobile: +46 70 320 1190
e-mail: lilla_svart@hotmail.com
Mrs. Ann Svensson, Granlinden, 53273 Varnhem
ph.: +46 511 60698; fax: +46 501 62365
mobile: +46 733648612
e-mail: anne.m.svensson@vgregion.se

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – EAHS
(Emirates Arab Horse Society)

Dr. med. vet. Mohamed Al Oteifey, P.O. Box 77338, Abu Dhabi
ph.: +97 150 3120007
e-mail: stallionaire@hotmail.com
Dr. med. vet. Abdel Wahab Amira, P.O. Box 26888, Abu Dhabi
ph.: +971 50 4466222; fax: +971 2 6275116
mobile: +971 50 4427979
e-mail: abdelwahab@eahs.org
Dr. med. vet. Kaies Oueldhazi, c/o EAHS (Emirates Arabian Horse Society), P.O. Box 26888, Abu Dhabi
mobile: +971 50 5821705
ph.: +971 2 6269222
d: +971 2 6275116
e-mail: khouyoul@hotmail.com
Dr. med. vet. Sujit Bhaskar Suryawanshi, Sharjah Equestrian & Racing Club, P.O. Box 1991, Off InterChange 6, AirPort Road, Atain
ph.: +971 6 5311155, mobile: +971 50 8687009.
fax: +971 6 5311177 / 5311521
e-mail: thehorsedoctors@gmail.com or sujeet@serc.ae
Please note: All Officials are listed under their National Organization (ECAHO Member), regardless of their nationality or country of residence. Show Organizers are requested to list them under the country as given above.

Please inform the Executive Secretary immediately of any changes in your contact details, preferably by e-mail.

Zuzana Slavíková, Exec. Sec. of ECAHO, Na Blatech 242, CZ-27711 Libis, Czech Republic
ph.: +420 602 876 396,
e-mail: zuzana.slavikova@ecaho.org
National DC List of ECAHO trained DCs

ECAHO Approved National List DCs can officiate at: C National Shows and National Championships, in their own country (the DC report must be submitted to ECAHO in English), as well as international shows in their own country, but only when assisting other A or B list DCs.

France – ACA
(Association Française du Cheval Arabe)
Mrs. Delphine Caridroit, 90 Rue Pasteur, F-62153 Souchez
ph.: +33 683252674
email: hir.caridroit@sfr.fr

Italy – ANICA
(Associazione Nazionale Italiana Cavallo Arabo)
Mr. Mario Bonomi, Via Orti 21, I-24044 Dalmine (BG),
fax: +39 035 501319, mobile: +39 348 7566067
e-mail: bonomifrancesca@libero.it
Marco Capelli, Via Dall’olio 3, I-40065 Pianoro (BO),
mobile: +39 335 5613482
e-mail: info@cavalloarabo.it
Mr. Gabriele Gallo, Via Artigianato 15, I-00034 Colleferro (RM)
mobile: +39 339 8991704
e-mail: gabriegallo@hotmail.it
Mr. Alberto Manerba, Via Bodini 13, I-46014 Castelnuovo (MN)
mobile: +39 339 1757012
e-mail: albertomane@hotmail.it
Dr. vet. Eugenio Martini, Via delle Rive 5, I-37030 Verona Mizzole (VR)
mobile: +39 347 4475003
e-mail: eugeniomartini@gmail.com
Mr. Massimo Meldo, Via S. Giuseppe 20, I-37060 Erbe
mobile: +39 3313642399
e-mail: mame62@libero.it

Mr. Massimiliano Moser, Via Brennero 22, I-38010 San Michele All’Adige (TN)
mobile: +39 3475206143
e-mail: max@nuoveartigrafiche.it
Mr. Amadio Sparapan, Vicolo S. Cecilia 1, I-37100 Verona (VR)
mobile: +39 3355909625

Saudi Arabia – KAAHC
(King Abdulaziz Arabian Horse Center)
Mr. Ahmed Al Oteibi, c/o KAAHC, P.O. Box 33840, 11458 Dirab, Riyadh
e-mail: kaahc@yahoo.com
Mr. Saad Al Qassim c/o KAAHC, P.O. Box 33840, 11458 Dirab, Riyadh
e-mail: kaahc@yahoo.com
Mr. Mohamed Yahya c/o KAAHC, P.O. Box 33840, 11458 Dirab, Riyadh
e-mail: kaahc@yahoo.com

Syria – SAHA
(Syrian Arab Horse Association)
Mr. Gayth Al Chaieb, Ruken al-Deen, , P.O.Box 31815, Damascus
e-mail: info@sahahorse.com
Mr. Amir Mardini, Ruken el Din, P.O.Box 31815, Damascus
ph.: +963 944 408800
e-mail: info@saha-sy.org
List of recommended Ringmasters

AUSTRIA - VVÖ
(Verband der Vollblutaraberzüchter Österreich)

Mr. Wolfgang Auer, Kirchenweg 1, 3153 Eschenau
ph.: +43 664 9386919
e-mail: isabella-wolfgang.auer@kabelnet.at

BELGIUM - BAPS
(Belgisch Arabische Paardenstamboek)

Mr. Tony van de Auwera, Kerkelei 12, 2690 Job in ’t Goor, ph.: +32 3 6360333, fax: +32 3 6360333
mobile: +32 499 433766
e-mail: tony.van.de.auwera@skynet.be

Mr. Gijs Eggink, Augustijnlei 203, Box 3002, 2390 Brasschaat
ph.: +32 3 658 9757, mobile: +32 475 865434
e-mail: eggink.gijs@gmail.com

Mr. Gerard Oben, Gerard Oben, Hansenstraat 19, 3690 Zutendaal
ph.: +32 89 612058, mobile: +32 487 588847
e-mail: oben_geurts@hotmail.com

DENMARK - DSAH
(Dansk Selskab For Arabisk Hesteavl)

Mr. Sten Schroll, Bredevadvej 37 – 6372 Bylderup-Bov
ph.: +45 2190 0025
e-mail: s.schroll@aswo.dk

EGYPT – EAO
(Egyptian Agricultural Organisation)

Dr. med. vet. Mohamed Mohsen, 149, Emtebad Ramsis 2, Nasr City, Cairo
ph.: +20 1114100449
e-mail: mohamed_mohssen@hotmail.com

Dr. Ayman Saad, nr. 14, Building 20, Block 68, Saqr Kuraish 10th District, Nasr City, Cairo
ph.: +2 01003075412
e-mail: Ayman_vet_116@yahoo.com

EGYPT – EAHBA
(Egyptian Arab Horse Breeders Association)

Mr. Mohamed Akl, 25 Yassreb st., Dokki, Giza
ph.: +20 2 33373713, fax: +20 483487200
mobile: +20 12 2196883
e-mail: mohamed-akl@hotmail.com or mohamed.akl@me.com

Dr. Med. Vet. Mohammed Hammad, 94 S, Hadbeh El Haram, Gate no. 4, flat no 6, Haram, Giza
ph.: +20 1002017114
e-mail: mohammedhammad2001@hotmail.com

FRANCE - ACA
(Association Française du Cheval Arabe)

Mr. Jean-Bernard Kupaj, 40, Plateau Saint Salvadou, 8100 Albi
ph.: +33 686 445 632, +33 563 453 719
e-mail: jean-bernard.kupaj@orange.fr

Mr. Alain Ladek, 68 avenue Maréchal Monoury, Le Cèdre, 41000 Blois
mobile: +33 254 741532
e-mail: ladekalain@orange.fr

Mr. Daniel Souppat, Les Echandols, 07600 Vals les Bains
ph.: +33 685 205101, fax: +33 475 457916
e-mail: danielsouppat@orange.fr

GERMANY - VZAP
(Verband der Züchter und Freunde des Arabischen Pferdes)

Mr. Helmut Feigl, Anham 16, 94501 Beutelsbach
ph.: +49 1717778145, fax: +49 85436012330
e-mail: helmut.feigl@web.de

Mr. Peter Hegemann, Warsow 22, 17154 Neukalen
ph.: +49 39956 20536, fax: +49 39956 20536
e-mail: cpc-hegemann@t-online.de

GREAT BRITAIN - AHS
(Arab Horse Society)

Mrs. Christiana Bennett, Ibn Stables, High Street, Amotherby, GB- Malton YO17 6TL
ph.: +44 7739 338111; mobile: +44 7739 338111
e-mail: tina@aklaharabians.co.uk

Mr. Philip Jenkins, Amanda Arabians, Roe End Lane, Markyate, Hertfordshire, AL3 8AQ St. Albans
ph./fax:+44 1582 840603, mobile: +44 7814 332925
e-mail: pwlj66@hotmail.com
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Federation/Association</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L.R. IRAN - IRIEF</td>
<td>(Equestrian Federation L.R.Iran)</td>
<td>Mr. Soheil Sanati</td>
<td>Mortaz Hospital, Kashani avenue, Yazd</td>
<td>+98 913 1512416</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:soheil.sanati@yahoo.com">soheil.sanati@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Samir Pourianpour</td>
<td>Golestan Highway, Payam avenue, Rezvan 2, no 125, Ahwaz</td>
<td>+98 93 5920513</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:samirkhzoba@yahoo.com">samirkhzoba@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Hossein Darbehaniha</td>
<td>Neyshekar avenue, Ahwaz</td>
<td>+98 935 1183071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Darius Rastegar</td>
<td>Pirouzi, Asbdani highway, Ghasre, Firouzeh Equestrian Club</td>
<td>+98 919 7565237</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:abcdiba10@gmail.com">abcdiba10@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRAEL – IAHS</td>
<td>(Israel Arab Horse Society)</td>
<td>Mr. Hamud Hamudly</td>
<td>P.O. Box 542, Zur Mosche 42810</td>
<td>+972 9 8943501</td>
<td>+972 050 2060755</td>
<td><a href="mailto:a_s_@netvision.co.il">a_s_@netvision.co.il</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITALY – ANICA</td>
<td>(Associazione Nazionale Italiana Cavallo Arabo)</td>
<td>Mr. Mario Alessandro Bonomi</td>
<td>Via Orti 21, 24044 Dalmine (Bergamo)</td>
<td>+39 35 501319</td>
<td>+39 348 7566067</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bonomifrancesca@libero.it">bonomifrancesca@libero.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. med. vet. Laura Mascagna</td>
<td>Via del Castagno N. 8, 00066 Manziana (Roma)</td>
<td>+39 349 5629639</td>
<td>+39 06 9964404</td>
<td><a href="mailto:vetlaura@yahoo.it">vetlaura@yahoo.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Christian Moschini</td>
<td>Corso Gramsci 173, 51100 Pistoia</td>
<td>+39 0573 570171</td>
<td>+39 335 1250732</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@cavalliarabi.it">info@cavalliarabi.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Roberto Ceccaroni</td>
<td>loc. Borgo II, 23, 06044 Castel Ritaldi mobile: +39 338 4879657</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:magnificocom@hotmail.com">magnificocom@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NETHERLANDS – AVS</td>
<td>(Vereniging Arabische Volbloedpaarden Stamboek in Nederland)</td>
<td>Mr. Johan De Mooij</td>
<td>Barentzstraat 54, 2161 TM Lisse</td>
<td>+31 252 410273, +31 630 529333</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:j.demooij@casema.nl">j.demooij@casema.nl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWAY – NAHF</td>
<td>(Norsk Araberhestforening)</td>
<td>Mr. Sven Svensson</td>
<td>Rugerup 177, 240 36 Stehag, Sweden</td>
<td>+46 4135 52084, fax: +46 4132 3183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. med. vet. Mohamed Al Oteifey</td>
<td>136 Ahmed Hamdy st, Faysal Giza, 12111 mobile: +20 10 1788871</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:stallionnaire@hotmail.com">stallionnaire@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLAND – PZHK</td>
<td>(Polski Związek Hodowców Koni Arabskich)</td>
<td>Mr. Barbara Mazur</td>
<td>Al.Wyscigowa 4-B/84, 02-681 Warsaw</td>
<td>+48 4822 8577644</td>
<td>+48 4822 8577647</td>
<td><a href="mailto:biuro@polturf.pl">biuro@polturf.pl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAIN – AECCA</td>
<td>(Asociación Española de Criadores de Caballos Árabes)</td>
<td>Tte. Santiago Fernández Bermejo</td>
<td>c/Maldonado, 65- Bajo A, 28006 Madrid</td>
<td>+34 915643476 or +34 646848069</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:librogenealogico@aecca.com">librogenealogico@aecca.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Luis Miguel Rodriguez Barreda</td>
<td>Avenida Principal de Añaza, N° 25, Santa Cruz de Tenerife</td>
<td>+34 609 008721, fax: +34 922 293908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – EAHS</td>
<td>(Emirates Arab Horse Society)</td>
<td>Dr. Abdel Wahab Amira</td>
<td>Abu Dhabi, please inquire with the EAHS</td>
<td>+971 50 4466222, fax: +971 2 6275116</td>
<td>+971 50 4427979</td>
<td><a href="mailto:eahs@eahs.org">eahs@eahs.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. med. vet. Mohamed Al Oteifey</td>
<td>136 Ahmed Hamdy st, Faysal Giza, 12111 mobile: +20 10 1788871</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:stallionnaire@hotmail.com">stallionnaire@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please note: All Officials are listed under their National Organisation (ECAHO Member), regardless of their nationality or country of residence. Show Organisers are requested to list them under the country as given above.

Please inform the Executive Secretary immediately of any changes in your contact details, preferably by e-mail.

Zuzana Slavíková, Exec. Sec. of ECAHO,
Na Blatech 242, 27711 Libis, Czech Republic
ph.: +420 602 876 396,
e-mail: zuzana.slavikova@ecaho.org
Championships

Show Name: ______________________________ Date: ______________________________

Show Venue: _______________________________________________________________________

Category (Male/Female; Junior/Senior): ________________________________________________

Name of the Judge: ___________________________________________________________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My choice for Champion / Gold medal is No: [ ]

The Champion / Gold medal is No: [ ]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My choice for Silver Medal is No: [ ]

The Silver medal is No: [ ]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My choice for Bronze Medal is No: [ ]

The Bronze medal is No: [ ]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My choice for the „Fourth runner up “ is No: [ ]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Signature of the judge: ______________________________________________
Championships with Top Five

Show Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

Show Venue: __________________________________________________________________________

Category (Male/Female; Junior/Senior): ______________________________________________________

Name of the Judge: _______________________________________________________________________

My choice for Champion / Gold medal is No.: ________________________________________________

The Champion / Gold medal is No.: _________________________________________________________

My choice for Silver Medal is No.: __________________________________________________________

The Silver medal is No.: __________________________________________________________________

My choice for Bronze Medal is No.: _________________________________________________________

The Bronze medal is No.: __________________________________________________________________

My choice for the Top Five are Nos.: ______________________________________________________

The Top Five are: _________________________________________________________________________

Signature of the judge: ___________________________________________________________________
# Championships – Open Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse no.</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOLD</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILVER</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRONZE</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4TH PLACE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Show Name: ____________________________ Date: __________________

Show Venue: __________________________________________

Category (Male/Female; Junior/Senior): ___________________

Name of the Judge: ______________________________________

Signature of the judge: __________________________________

---
Championships – Open method with Top 5

Show Name: ______________________________________ Date:___________________

Show Venue: ________________________________________________

Category (Male/Female; Junior/Senior): ____________________________

Name of the Judge: _____________________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse no.</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOLD</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILVER</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRONZE</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My choice to complete the Top 5 are Nos. 2

My choice to complete the Top 5 are Nos. 1

Signature of the judge: ___________________________________________
Executive Secretary
Zuzana Slavíková
Na Blatech 242
CZ-27711 Libis
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 602 876 396
e-mail: zuzana.slavikova@ecaho.org

www.ecaho.org

The Blue Book 2019 becomes effective as of 1st January 2019.
All shows that have not yet sent out their schedules by 1st January, or take place after 1st April, are obliged to use the 2019 rules. Any show taking place between 1st January and 31st March and which have referred in their schedules to the Blue Book 2018 may use the 2018 rules or otherwise inform their exhibitors explicitly about the new rules.
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